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OUR
BRAND
ROOTS

THE ORCA BRAND IS
INSPIRED BY THE OPEN
SEA AND ITS NATURAL
SPIRIT OF FREEDOM. WE
ARE FROM NEW ZEALAND
BY BIRTH BUT POSSESS
A GLOBAL OUTLOOK.

Our company was founded in
1992 because former triathlon
champion Scott Unsworth was
passionate about creating better,
faster wetsuits than those on the
market. That relentless desire
to use cutting edge innovation
to fuel the best performance
remains with us today.
The Orca name evokes the
instinct of the powerful ruler of
the oceans. Like the Orca whale,
our designs have always been
organic, streamlined and in tune
with nature.
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We are one of the original
triathlon brands. And because
we have always been a brand that
is by triathletes, for triathletes,
we know triathlon better than
anyone else. It´s one of the
reasons behind our international
success and why we continue
to be used by so many top
triathletes.
We know triathlon because
we´ve been there.
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IT´S TIME
TO TAKE
THE NEXT
STEP
Wherever you may be along your
triathlete journey -a beginner,
weekend warrior, or a pro- Orca
believes that the real challenge
is not reaching your goals, but
always having a new one. To
never be complacent. To be
proud of how far you’ve reached,
but to know that the best is yet
to come and that it’s time to
take the next step. Orca is the
second skin that tranforms you
into a true triathlete. When you
put on Orca it shows the world
you’re serious about triathlon and
inspires you to reach constantly
for even greater goals.
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TEAM
ORCA
2014
Being a part of the Orca team is
not just about being the fastest,
the strongest, the most resilient
- though we believe everyone
in our team has these qualities.
But above all they have the most
powerful minds. Our athletes
can train and race rest-assured
that Orca’s hard-performing
products will leave their mind
free from distracting doubts and
allow them to bring out their
physical best. They know that the
real power is in their mind, and
the toughest test occurs within
them. Together with Orca they
agree that everyone can achieve
something great if they truly
believe they can.
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SEBASTIAN KIENLE
2x Ironman 70.3 World Champion.
“YOUR BODY DRIVES YOU TO THE
LINE. BUT YOUR MIND MAKES YOU
CROSS IT.”

DANI MOLINA
Paralympic Aquathon World Champion and 2x
2nd Paralympic Triathlon World Championship.
“NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE,
EVERYTHING IS IN YOUR MIND.”

ÅSA LUNDSTRÖM
2x Ironman Champion.
“TO WIN IS TO OVERCOME
OTHERS. VICTORY IS TO
OVERCOME YOURSELF.”

TAMARA GÓMEZ
6th U23 London World Championship 2013.
“WORK HARD TODAY TO ACHIEVE
WHAT YOU WANT TO BE TOMORROW.
THE BEST FEELING IS THE
SATISFACTION OF A JOB WELL DONE.”

PHILIP GRAVES
The youngest athlete to win an Ironman.
“TO GET TO THE FINISH LINE IN AN
IRONMAN YOU REALLY NEED TO
WANT IT, THAT’S PROBABLY MORE
IMPORTANT THAN ANY PHYSICAL
FITNESS.”

JENNY SCHULZ
3rd in ITU Duathlon World Championship 2013.
“THERE’S NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
BODY AND MIND, THEY BELONG
TOGETHER.”

COURTNEY ATKINSON
2x Ironman 70.3 winner, 3 times Noosa
winner and 7 times ITU Cup Winner.
“MOST REWARDING FEELING DOESN’T
ALWAYS COME FROM WINNING, BUT
FROM GIVING YOUR BEST.”

MATT SHARP
2011 U23 World Champion.
“WINNING GIVES YOU THE
MOTIVATION YOU NEED TO KEEP
PUSHING HARD AFTER YOU LOSE.”

ALBERT MORENO
2nd in Ironman Aix en Provence 2013.
“I JUST TRY TO DO MY BEST, AND I
FEEL HAPPY WHEN I CAN GIVE 100%
AT EVERY RACE.”

CHRIS MCCORMACK
2x Ironman World Champion.
“TRUST AND FAITH IN YOURSELF.
THIS IS ALL YOU NEED.”

ANDREW STARYCOWICZ
Fastest bike split IM Kona 2013 and IM and
IM 70.3 Bike Split record holder.
“IRON CAN BEND. BUT NEVER BREAK.”

MELINA ALONSO
Spanish Sprint Distance Champion.
“THE MOST REWARDING FEELING YOU
CAN HAVE IS ACHIEVING SOMETHING
YOU’VE BEEN FIGHTING FOR.”

CAMILA ALONSO
2012 Spanish Junior Duathlon & Triathlon
Champion.
“PERSONALITY MAKES THE
CHAMPIONS.”

NON STANFORD
ITU World Champion.
“EVERYONE CAN TRAIN HARD AND BE
PHYSICALLY STRONG, IT’S SOMEONE’S
MENTAL STRENGTH THAT GIVES THEM
THE EDGE.”

JON ERGUIN
9th Winter Triathlon W. Championship 2012.
“I ALWAYS LEARN FROM A DEFEAT
AND IT MAKES ME STRONGER, BUT I
TRAIN TO WIN.”
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WET
SUITS
ORCA EVOKES THE
INSTINCT AND PROWESS
OF THE POWERFUL
RULER OF THE SEAS
Like the Orca whale, our
designs have always been
organic, streamlined and in tune
with nature. Our latest 2015
collection of wetsuits raises the
bar once again, in both design
and technological advances.
Ranging from never before seen
body balancing and flexibility
innovations used on the Predator
and the Alpha, to a more
adaptable 3.8 to suit male and
female needs, down to the all
new high-security features seen
in the Openwater wetsuit, Orca
once again has something to suit
every triathlete’s needs when it
comes to the swim.

MALE WETSUITS
RANGE

PREDATOR

Fullsleeve
DVNFTT01

EQUIP

Fullsleeve
BVN4TT01

FEMALE WETSUITS
RANGE

ALPHA

3.8

Fullsleeve
DVN0TT01

S5

Fullsleeve
BVNJTT01

Fullsleeve
DVN1TT01

S5

Sleeveless
BVNKTT01

01 Black

SONAR

Fullsleeve
DVN2TT01

OPENWATER

Fullsleeve
DVNTTT01

PREDATOR

Fullsleeve
DVNE

EQUIP

Fullsleeve
BVNBTT01

ALPHA

3.8

Fullsleeve
DVN7TT01

Fullsleeve
DVN8TT01

S5

S5

Fullsleeve
BVNLTT01

Sleeveless
BVNMTT01

01 Black
14

15

SONAR

Fullsleeve
DVN9TT01

OPENWATER

Fullsleeve
DVNUTT01

A WETSUIT
FOR EVERY NEED

WETSUIT
FEATURES

From the beginning of the Orca brand, our biggest focus has
been on how we can help athletes swim faster when they’re in
our wetsuits. We are driven to keep innovating and continually
improve on what we can offer. We know that not all swimmers are
alike, which is why we’ve created a collection that has something
to suit every triathlete - whether beginner or pro, a naturally good
swimmer, or someone who needs more help to get themselves
streamlined and buoyant.
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THE NATURAL
SWIMMER
You are a streamlined naturally strong
swimmer who has good body position and
technique so are looking for the most
flexible suit around to compliment this and
make you even faster.

01

THE SWIMMER
WHO LACKS STABILIZATION
You have the tendency to roll too much
during freestyle, particularly over longer
distances where you begin to tire. Your core
strength is not strong enough to keep your
head and spine in a neutral position to make
your breathing easier, lengthen your stroke
and allow you to employ larger muscles
groups so you tire more slowly and would go
faster for longer in a balanced body position.

01

THE SWIMMER
WHOSE LEGS SINK
As a cyclist or runner who’s gotten into
triathlon you don’t necessarily carry the
natural buoyancy in your body that is going
to keep you in a good swimming position.
You ideally would like male and female
specific buoyancy levels, as you know that
naturally women carry more buoyancy
in their hips than men. You find yourself
having to kick a lot to keep your legs from
dragging downward and creating drag when
swimming.
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FLEXIBILITY
Brand new technological first 0.88 Free
with Titanium thermal coating provides the
arms of the Predator and Alpha with the
highest stretch and flexibility ever seen
in the market, the lightest weight arms
with the lowest drag and yet high thermal
insulation, as well as an unrivalled water feel
in your stroke.
BALANCED BUOYANCY
Male and female specific buoyancy now
available on the 3.8 and Sonar mean that
the ultimate buoyancy for body type is now
on offer -allowing you the lift you need to be
more streamlined in the water.

03

02

04

CORE LATERAL STABILIZER
The never before seen Core Lateral
Stabilizer (CLS) featured on the Predator
acknowledges that most triathletes do not
come from a swimming background and
so need this panel to stabilize their body
in the water to improve body position and
therefore speed. This system stabilizes
the core by preventing lateral movement
without restricting rolling. Resulting in an
effortlessly streamlined body position, less
fatigue and a faster swim time.
EXO-LIFT
With two Smoothskin panels of neoprene
sandwiched together, and so no lining
required, Exo-lift featured on the Predator
offers great buoyancy due to zero water
absorption as well as a unique stiffness in
the knee area to reduce unnecessary knee
movement.
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03

VISIBILITY
High-vis neoprene used on the arms of the
Openwater wetsuit allows visibility in the
water like never before, while the addition
of kid’s sizes in this style means safe and
visible open water swimming can now be a
family sport!
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HYDROLITE PANELS
Transition is now that extra bit faster with
the addition of Hydrolite panels in the
Predator, Alpha, 3.8 and Sonar.
HydroLite uses the super fast SCS neoprene
(nano-ice in the Predator) combined with
a special lining that absorbs less water to
improve buoyancy and is also extremely
sleek making the wetsuit fast to remove in
transition saving you precious seconds.

WETSUIT
TECHNOLOGIES

0.88 FREE
0.88 Free is a revolutionary material
developed by Orca. The five layer
construction combined with a patented heat
reflective Titanium coating is the secret
behind the extraordinarily high insulation
effect in such a lightweight material. This
results in extreme stretch and flexibility,
high buoyancy and insulation as well as low
drag in the water. 0.88 Free really is the
ultimate weapon for speed in the water.

44-CELL
Yamamoto Corporation is regarded as
the world’s top producer of neoprene
for triathlon wetsuits in the world, and
it’s 44cell neoprene is the pinnacle for
flexibility, suppleness, fit and comfort. Orca
uses 1.5mm panels of Yamamoto 44cell
neoprene in the key underarm area of the
Predator to compliment the super stretchy
0.88 Free arms-providing you with a wetsuit
swimming experience never felt before.

40-CELL
Yamamoto’s 40cell neoprene is the
penultimate for flexibility, suppleness, fit
and comfort. Second only to 44cell by the
narrowest of margins and located in key high
stretch areas on the Predator, Alpha and 3.8
suits, these panels contribute to providing a
wetsuit swimming experience of the highest
level.

39-CELL
Yamamoto 39cell is an extremely flexible
neoprene which supports an uninhibited
natural swimming motion. 39cell extends
to a 513% elongation rate, meaning this
material is sure to move with you. Added
benefits of zero water absorption and
zero weight variation can mean only one
thing: more speed. A fine balance between
buoyancy and flexibility, 39cell is a durable
material which will stand the test of time and
distance, representing the best neoprene
available in it’s class.

AERODROME 2
Beneath the dimpled surface of Orca’s
Aerodome 39-cell neoprene are hundreds
of air cavities, which provide 30% more
buoyancy than normal 5mm neoprene.
Aerodome panels are strategically placed
around the heaviest parts of the body, lifting
you into the optimum swimming position.
Aerodome 2 is an upgrade that uses a new
lining to increase flexibility and comfort.

CORE LATERAL STABILIZER
The Core Lateral Stabilizer (CLS) system
is a revolutionary new feature that provides
body alignment assistance. The effect of
5mm Exo-cell side panels alongside the
4mm Exo-lift front panel is that of a floation
device-stabilizing the core by preventing
lateral movement without restricting rolling.
The result is an effortlessly streamlined body
position, allowing less fatigue and so a faster
time in the water.

EXO-LIFT
The Exo-lift front panel on the Predator is
a revolutionary 4mm multi layer material.
Consisting of an outer layer made of 4mm
Yamamoto 39cell Neoprene coated with the
super fast SCS nano ICE combined with a
completely waterproof lining. This means
the Exo-lift absorbs far less water than
other materials and consequently maintains
buoyancy over a longer distance. The Exolift has been carefully placed on this specific
panel to assist during open water swimminghelping the body to remain streamlined as
well as preventing excess bending of the
knee-and therefore slower rate of fatigue.

NANO SCS
Super Composite Skin (SCS) has become
the benchmark for coating the smoothskin
neoprene used in triathlon wetsuits,
to reduce friction and increase speed
through the water. Orca uses Yamamoto
Corporation’s latest Nano SCS for an even
lower drag co-efficient, ensuring the fastest
swim possible. The underwater co-efficient
of dynamic friction of the Nano SCS is
0.026 in comparison to 4.0 of regular
neoprene. Less friction = more speed!

HYDROLITE
HydroLite panels make transition that extra
bit faster using the super fast SCS (Nano
ICE in the Predator) which combined with
a special lining which absorbs less water
to improve buoyancy while also being
extremely sleek -making the suit fast to
remove in transition saving you precious
seconds.

INFINITYSKN BAMBOO
It’s what’s on the inside that counts and
Orca’s unique InfinitySkn Bamboo lining
plays an integral part in the unbelieveable
flexibility of our top wetsuit the Predator.
Constructed from a high stretch nylon,
InfinitySkn Bamboo is strategically placed
where ultimate stretch is required and allows
the wetsuit to move dynamically through
your swim stroke. The addition of Bamboo
fibres embedded in the nylon allows the
Predator to be naturally anti-odour, antibacterial and eco-friendly.

INFINITYSKN
It’s what’s on the inside that counts and
Orca’s unique InfinitySkn lining plays an
integral part in the unbelieveable flexibility
of our top end wetsuits. Constructed
from a high stretch nylon, InfinitySkn is
strategically placed where ultimate stretch
is required and allows the wetsuit to move
dynamically through your swim stroke.

NANO ICE
Super Composite Skin (SCS) has become
the benchmark for coating the smoothskin
neoprene used in triathlon wetsuits,
to reduce friction and increase speed
through the water. Orca uses Yamamoto
Corporation’s latest Nano SCS for an even
lower drag co-efficient, ensuring the fastest
swim possible. The underwater co-efficient
of dynamic friction of the Nano SCS is
0.026 in comparison to 4.0 of regular
neoprene. Less friction = more speed! Nano
ICE is the latest upgrade to Nano SCS and
is an Orca exclusive.

EXO-CELL
Exo-Cell is a unique sandwich-designed
neoprene that provides over 25% more
buoyancy than Aerodome. Panels of
Exo-Cell are used in strategic panels on
the Predator, Alpha and 3.8 to optimise
swimming position.

SCS
Acting as a coating over closed-cell
neoprene, Super Composite Skin (SCS)
has become the benchmark for coating
the smoothskin neoprene used in triathlon
wetsuits, to reduce friction and increase
speed through the water. The micro-cell
structure of the SCS coating repels water
when in contact with air and reduces surface
resistance when in contact with water. Less
friction = more speed!

YAMAMOTO
The Yamamoto Corporation is the world’s
main supplier of high performalece
neoprene. Its seal represents quality,
technology and innovation.

SUPER STRETCH
The all-new SuperStretch lining featured
on the chest of the Sonar is a light weight
lining that is super stretchy due to it’s
makeup and the way it has been knitted. It
absorbs little water, meaning the panel stays
more buoyant and contributes to making
the chest really stretchy for unrestricted
breathing.
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WETSUIT
MATRIX

PREDATOR
FULLSLEEVE
FE
MALE

MALE

PREDATOR
F

F

Flexibility
Buoyancy
Hydrodynamic

H

B

H

B

ALPHA

3.8
F

F

H

B

H

B

If you’re looking for a wetsuit that will keep you streamlined even when
you tire while providing ultimate buoyancy and flexibility.
SONAR

EQUIP
F

F

H

B

OPENWATER

S5

F

F

B

H

B

H

B

H

STREAMLINED
Our latest innovation the Core
Lateral Stabiliizer (CLS) uses
a less flexible material on the
core panels to stabilize the body.
The suit feels stiff but once in
the water it feels like you’re
swimming on a surfboard-greatly
improving your body postion and
so also your speed.
BUOYANCY
The never before seen Exolift has
no lining and therefore doesn’t
absorb water. While other wetsuits get heavier as the lining gets
soaked, Exolift keeps it’s buoyancy
unchanged and eliminates excess
knee movement, so when combined with the Core Lateral Stabilizer you have the ultimate weapon
for long distance swimming.

4, 5, 6, 7, MT, 8, 9, 10, 11
sizes female

colours

M: DVNF / F:DVNE
sizes male

XS-XL

SPECIFICATIONS
A. Sandwich collar outside:
1.5mm SCS smoothskin
inside: 1.5mm SCS smoothskin
raw edge + bevel edge.
B. InfinitySkn bamboo 39cell
2.5mm SCS Nano Ice.
C. InfinitySkn bamboo 44cell
1.5mm SCS.
D. 5mm. Exo Cell
Core Lateral Stabilizer.

E. Exo-lift 39cell 4mm. SCS
Nano Ice.
F. 39cell 3mm. SCS.
G. InfinitySkn bamboo
40cell 2mm. SCS.
H. Hydrolite 1.5mm 39cell SCS.
I. 0.88 FREE 0.5mm black
SCS cell + Titanium.
J. Hydrolite 40cell 2mm. SCS.
K. Exo-lift 39cell 4mm. SCS.

A

SPEED
Nano-ice coated Yamamoto 39
and 40cell neoprene is used in special Hydrolite panels in the arms
and legs of the suit combined with
a stretchy lining that absorbs less
water to improve buoyancy and is
super sleek, making the Predator
even faster to remove in transition.
COMFORT
Super thin 1.5mm SCS coated
neoprene collar provides the
ultimate in comfort where you
need it most.

code

20

FLEXIBILITY
The all new 0.88 Free arms and
upper body on the Predator are
less than 1mm thick, making it
feel like you’re wearing a sleeveless suit with total unrestriction in
your stroke. A Titanium coating
provides thermal protection while
the extreme thinness of the sleeve
provides unrivalled forearm water
feedback as you feel the water
with each stroke.

C
D

B
E

I

G

H

I

D

F

J
K

G

01 Black
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G

ALPHA
FULLSLEEVE

3.8
FULLSLEEVE
FE
MALE

MALE

If you’re a good swimmer looking for the most flexible, unrestricted wetsuit on the market
to compliment your technique and get you moving even faster through the water.
BUOYANCY
Carefully placed 5mm Exo-cell
Buoyancy Dots on the lower back
of the suit provide you that extra
help with buoyancy just where you
need it.
FLEXIBILITY
0.88 Free arms and underarm
panel give you the ultimate
flexibility to compliment your
stroke, while also providing
unrivalled forearm water feedback
as you feel the water with each
stroke.

SPEED
Updated buoyancy equilibrium
between the chest and the legs as
well as full Nano SCS coating on
the front gets you gliding through
the water faster. SCS coated
Yamamoto neoprene is used in
special Hydrolite panels in the
arms and legs of the suit combined
with a stretchy lining that absorbs
less water to improve buoyancy,
making the Alpha even faster to
remove in transition.

SPECIFICATIONS
A. Collar with raw edge + beval
edge 2mm. Outside: 39cell
SCS smoothskn.
Inside: Hydrolite lining.
B. Hydrolite 1.5mm, 39 cell, SCS
C. InfinitySkn 3mm,
39cell SCS Nano Ice
D. 0.88 Free, SCS cell + Titanium

If you’re looking for a suit that’s going to give you maximum buoyancy
in the water while still being super flexible.

E. Hydrolite 2mm, 39cell SCS.
F. InfinitySkn 1.5mm,
40cell SCS nano.
G. InfinitySkn 2mm, 39cell SCS
Nano (Exo-cell dots in 5mm)
H. InfinitySkn 4mm,
39cell SCS Nano.
I. Hydrolite 2mm, 39cell SCS.

A

COMFORT
Super thin 2mm SCS coated
neoprene collar provides the
ultimate in comfort where you
need it most.

F

D
C

B

M: DVN0 / F: DVN7
sizes male

4, 5, 6, 7, MT, 8, 9, 10, 11

BUOYANCY
Women naturally carry more
buoyancy in their hips than men, so
don’t need quite as much buoyancy
aid in a wetsuit. New men’s specific
buoyancy in the 3.8 now allows
more balanced buoyancy with a
3mm chest panel and a greater
front area of 5mm Exo-cell on
the waist than the female version.
5mm SCS coated Aerodome 2 on
the butt also gives even greater lift
than any previous 3.8 before.
FLEXIBILITY
1.5mm 40 cell Yamamoto
shoulders combined with 1.5mm
40cell underarms give you
ultimate stretch where you need
it most.

G
H

code

colours

code

01 Black

E

sizes female

I

M: DVN1 / F: DVN8
sizes male

XS-XL

4, 5, 6, 7, MT, 8, 9, 10, 11

22

FE
MALE

MALE

COMFORT
Super thin 2mm SCS coated
neoprene collar provides the
ultimate in comfort where you
need it most.

SPECIFICATIONS
A. Collar with raw edge + beval
edge 2mm. Outside: 39cell
SCS smoothskn.
Inside: Hydrolite lining.
B. InfinitySkn 1.5mm, 40cell SCS.
C. InfinitySkn 3mm, 39cell SCS.
D. Hydrolite 3mm, 39cell SCS.

SPEED
SCS coated Yamamoto neoprene
is used in Hydrolite panels in the
ankles of the suit combined with
a stretchy lining that absorbs less
water to improve buoyancy and is
super sleek, making the 3.8 even
faster to remove in transition.

A
B

B

B
C

C
D

E

E. Exo-cell 5mm.
F. InfinitySkn 4mm, 39cell SCS
(for Women),
InfinitySkn 5mm, 39cell SCS
Aerodome 2 (for Men).
G. InfinitySkn 3mm, 39cell SCS.
H. Hydrolite 2mm, 39cell SCS.

B

F

I
G

colours

01 Black

H

sizes female

XS-XL
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H

SONAR
FULLSLEEVE

EQUIP
FULLSLEEVE
FE
MALE

MALE

FE
MALE

MALE

If you’re looking for the perfect mix of flexibility and buoyancy this intermediate level
suit bridges the features of the entry level and top level suits perfectly.

If you’re looking for the most flexible entry-level open water swimming wetsuit
to help you transition from pool swimming to open water.

BUOYANCY
The placement of 4mm Aerodome
2 in the lower back of the suit
helps to lift the body into the most
efficient swimming position.

FLEXIBILITY
The introduction of a superior
MultiStretch lining in the 2mm
arms and shoulders achieves a
range of motion and flexibility
previously associated only with
intermediate level wetsuits.

FLEXIBILITY
The new SuperStretch lining
combined with thinner InfinitySkn
1.5mm arms than the previous
Sonar mean that the Sonar is now
even more flexible through the full
rotation of the stroke -allowing
for freedom of movement not
previously seen in this intermediate
level suit.

ADAPTABILITY
Male and female specific front
buoyancy panels mean that the
optimum buoyancy balance for
different body shapes can now be
achieved

SPECIFICATIONS
A. Super stretch 3mm 39cell SCS.
B. InfinitySkin 1.5mm 39cell SCS.
C. Men 5mm / Women 4mm
39cell SCS Multi-stretch.
D. Men 4mm / Women 3mm.
39cell SCS Multi-stretch.

SPEED
SCS coated Yamamoto neoprene
is used in special Hydrolite panels
in the ankles of the suit combined
with a stretchy lining that absorbs
less water to improve buoyancy
and is super sleek, making the
Sonar even faster to remove in
transition.

A
C

B

E. InfinitySkin 2mm 39cell SCS.
F. HydroLite 2mm 39cell SCS.
G. HydroLite 4mm 39cell SCS
Aerodome 2
H. 3mm 39cell SCS Multi-stretch.

B

B

BUOYANCY
A 4mm SCS 39cell Yamamoto
front panel extending from chest
to knee, paired with a 4mm lower
back panel provides buoyancy and
refines body positioning in the
water.

SPEED
A front body of fully SCS-coated
39cell Yamamoto neoprene
reduces friction while you swim,
with the result being you go faster.

SPECIFICATIONS
A. 39cell, 2mm SCS
with MultiStretch Lining.
B. InfinitSkn 2mm 39cell SCS.
C. InfinitSkn 3mm 39cell SCS.
D. HydroLite 2mm 39cell SCS.
E. Smoothskin 3mm 38cell.

POWER
The Equip’s Hydrostroke Forearm
panel catches the water to increase
the power of your stroke.

J
A

E

G

M: DVN2 / F: DVN9

I

sizes male

4, 5, 6, 7, MT, 8, 9, 10, 11

code

D

01 Black

F

sizes female

M: BVN4 / F: BVNB
sizes male

XS-XL

4, 5, 6, 7, MT, 8, 9, 10, 11

24

D

D

B

H
colours

A
B
E

H

code

F. Smoothskin 4mm 38cell.
G. HydroLite 2.3mm 39cell SCS.
H. Smoothskin 3mm 38cell.
I. Smoothskin 2.3mm 38cell.
J. Collar SCS 39cell 2.3mm
Hydrolite

F
H

colours

01 Black

C

sizes female

XS-XL

25

G

S5
FULLSLEEVE

S5
SLEEVELESS
FE
MALE

MALE

If you’re looking for an entry-level open water swimming wetsuit that offers
great technical features for superb value.
COMFORT
Significantly improved panel lines
from it’s S4 predecessor such as a
seam-free front panel from neck to
knee increases both functionality
and comfort.
BUOYANCY
5mm SCS coated Yamamoto front
panel provides maximum buoyancy
and freedom of movement in the
water.

FLEXIBILITY
Re-designed 2mm 39cell SCS
coated Yamamoto underarm,
shoulder and arm panels
combined with the highly flexible
Powerstretch lining provide a
superb range of motion and
improve flexibility.

FE
MALE

MALE

SPECIFICATIONS
A. InfinitSkn 39cell, 2mm SCS.
B. Multistretch 39cell, 2mm SCS.
C. Multistretch 39cell, 3mm SCS.
D. Smoothskin 3mm 38cell
Multistretch.
E. Hydrolite 2mm InfinitSkn.

POWER
The silicon print hydrostroke catch
panels on the forearm increase
power on the stroke.

If you’re looking for an entry-level open water sleeveless swimming wetsuit
that offers great technical features for superb value.
F. InfinitSkn 39cell, 5mm SCS.
G. Smoothskin 3mm 38cell
Multistretch.
H. Hydrolite 3mm InfinitSkn.
I. Collar outside: Multistretch
39cell, 3mm SCS.

COMFORT
Significantly improved panel lines
from it’s S4 predecessor such as a
seam-free front panel from neck to
knee increases both functionality
and comfort.

FLEXIBILITY
Re-designed 2mm 39cell SCS
panels combined with the highly
flexible Powerstretch lining provide
a superb range of motion and
improve flexibility.

BUOYANCY
5mm SCS coated Yamamoto front
panel provides maximum buoyancy
and freedom of movement in the
water.

code

colours

code

I

B
A

G
F

E
D

code

M: BVNJ / F: BVNL
sizes male

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, MT, 8, 9, 10, 11

G

colours

01 Black

C

sizes female

H

BVNK

01 Black

BVNM

sizes male

XS-XL

sizes female

4, 5, 6, 7, MT, 8, 9, 10, 11

26

XS-XL

27

colours

01 Black

28

29

OPEN
WATER

ORCA IS INSPIRED
BY THE SPIRIT OF THE
OPEN SEA.
Our natural environment is
the ocean and the open water.
This is why we want everyone to
explore the feeling of freedom
that swimming in the open water
delivers. But we want to do it
safely and securely. Behind this
idea comes the new open water
range which provides you with
the highest visibility and security
available in the market.

WHY SECURITY
IS IMPORTANT IN
THE WATER

OPENWATER
FULLSLEEVE
FE
MALE

MALE

If you’re looking for a wetsuit designed for open water training that offers high visibility,
and so higher levels of safety, at an affordable price.
VISIBILITY
Neon orange jersey smoothskin
arms allow you to be extremely
visible in the open water - greatly
increasing your feeling of security.

FLEXIBILITY
With a thickness of 2-2.5mm.
Yamamoto neoprene all over, this
suit is super flexible, giving you
great freedom of movement in the
open water.

VALUE
At such an affordable pricepoint,
and with kid’s sizes available, this
suit is one that really can fit out the
whole family at a great price.z

A

For a triathlete, there is nothing
quite like the feeling of being
out there in the open water,
alone with your thoughts,
the methodical rhythm of
your stroke and the beautiful
ocean. For some of us though,
openwater swimming can be a
little daunting, and being visible
for safety’s sake is a top priority
for a feeling of security.

Orca’s new Openwater wetsuit
and neoprene swim cap with
high-vis neon orange neoprene
now makes this feeling of
security a reality. With the
addition of kid’s sizes in the
Openwater wetsuit, safe and
visible open water swimming can
now be a family sport!
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C

B

SPECIFICATIONS
A. Hydrolite lining 39cell 2mm.
B. Polyester jersey + water
repellent, 38cell, 2mm white
neoprene.
C. SmoothSkn 2.5mm 38cell
Multistretch.

B

C

C
code

M: DVNT / F: DVNU
sizes male

4, 5, 6, 7, MT, 8, 9, 10, 11

colours

01 Black

C

sizes female

XS-XL
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C

GEAR

NO MATTER YOUR
DISTANCE OF RACE, ORCA
HAS GOT YOUR NEEDS
COVERED.
With our latest 2015 range of
triathlon apparel: innovative
technologically advanced fabrics,
strategically placed panels, the
latest construction techniques,
and unique features and
functions – all with Orca’s
distinctive look and design.
Whether you’re just starting
out, or a seasoned long distance
veteran, Orca’s new Triathlon
range is designed for you.

MALE GEAR
RANGE

FEMALE GEAR
RANGE

RS1

CORE

Swimskn
DVSATT46

Killa Race Suit
DVR0TT01

Dream Kona
Tri Tank
DVR3TT02

Dream Kona
Tri Short
DVR4TT02

Dream Kona Race
Suit DVR2TT02

RS1

CORE

Race Suit
DVC0TT02

Race Suit
DVC0TT64

Race Suit
DVC0TT69

Race Suit
DVC0TT70

Swimskn
DVSBTT46

Race Suit w/
Back Zip
BVC1TT02

Tri Tank
DVC2TT02

Tri Tank
DVC2TT69

Tri Tank
DVC2TT70

226

Tri Short
DVC3TT01

Tri Short
DVC3TT02

Tri Short
DVC3TT69

Kompress
Race Suit
DVD6TT02

Killa Race Suit
DVR1TT01

Kompress
Race Suit
DVD6TT66

Dream Kona Race
Suit DVR5TT02

Kompress
Race Suit
DVD6TT67

Race Suit
DVC5TT02

Race Suit
DVC5TT66

Race Suit
DVC5TT67

Race Suit w/Back
Zip BVC7TT02

Basic Race Suit
DVCGTT02

Basic Race Suit
DVCGTT66

Support Singlet
DVC8TT66

Support Singlet
DVC8TT67

Singlet
DVC9TT66

Singlet
DVC9TT67

Support Bra
DVCATT01

Support Bra
DVCATT66

Hipster
Tri Short
DVCDTT02

Hipster
Tri Short
DVCDTT66

Tri Short
DVCCTT01

Tri Short
DVCCTT66

226
Kompress
Race Suit
DVD0TT02

Kompress
Race Suit
DVD0TT64

Kompress
Race Suit
DVD0TT65

Sport Pant
BVCHTT01
Support Top
DVD8TT02

Basic Race Suit
DVCFTT02

Tri Tank
DVD3TT02

Tri Tank
DVD3TT64

Support Top
DVD8TT66

Support Top
DVD9TT67

Basic Race Suit
DVCFTT64

Printed Tri Tank
DVD3TT65

Singlet
DVDBTT02

Support Bra
DVDCTT01

Singlet
DVDBTT68

Support Bra
DVDCTT66
Kompress Tri
Tech Short
DVD5TT01

Kompress
Tri Tech Pant
DVDATT01

Kompress Tri
Tech Short
DVD5TT02

01 Black 02 Black / White

46 Blue

64 Black / Red

65 Black/Lime Punch
36

69 Black / Royal Blue

70 Royal Blue / Lime Punch

01 Black

Sport Pant
BVCJTT01

Kompress
Tri Tech Pant
DVDATT02

02 Black / White

46 Blue

66 Black / Poppy Pink

67 Black / Turquoise
37

68 Poppy Pink/White

GEAR
FEATURES

GEAR
TECHNOLOGIES

01

01

FULLY BONDED SEAMS
Fully bonded seams on the RS1 Swimskn
make this suit the ultimate in flexible low
profile design with no niggly seams to
cause chafing in your non-wetsuit swims.
STRETCHSKN
The ultra lightweight StretchSkn four way
stretch fabric featured in the 226 range is
strategically placed where aerodynamics
are most important. This multi faceted
woven fabric also provides compression
benefits allowing muscle support and
slower rate of fatigue.
COOL BREATH
INTERNAL BRA
A built-in Cool Breath Internal Bra
featured across the women’s 226 tops
is fully made of the Vapour Cool fabric,
providing support, next-to-skin comfort
and maximum breathability for long
distance.

02

02

03

COLD BLACK
TECHNOLOGY
The lightweight Oxygen fabric with Cold
Black technology featured across the RS1
Dream Kona range reflects the sun away
from the body making it feel like you’re
wearing white when you’re wearing black.
HYDROSKN
DRY COATING
The super-tech HydroSkn Dry coating
featured on the RS1 Swimskn and the
sides of the RS1 Killa Racesuit causes the
material to glide seamlessly through the
water reducing resistance in the water and
so increasing speed. 0% water absorption
after 3 hours in the water means that
natural buoyancy is also maintained
throughout the swim because the suit
remains dry, and so lighter.
NEW STRAP FEATURES
All new back strap features on the
women’s 226 and Core singlets allow you
to effortlessly look good while out on the
course, without compromising on triathlon
specific features.
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03

VAPOURCOOL
VapourCool fabric featured across the
226 range uses the latest nano-crystal
technology to naturally remove heat away
from your body during your race and so
keep you cooler.
HYDROSEAL HEMS
Hydroseal Hems featured in the 226
range keep hems from riding up during
your ride but also allow a small amount
of adjustability on the hems where you
need it.
TECH CHAMOIS
Italian made Tech Chamois of thicknesses
ranging from 4-6mm are featured across
the RS1, 226 and Core ranges with fast
wicking properties keeping you dry and
chafe free and anti-bacterial treatments
keeping you smelling sweeter for longer.

COLD BLACK TECHNOLOGY
Cold Black technology, which is a coating
applied to the Oxygen fabric featured
across the RS1 Dream Kona range, reflects
the sun away from the body making it
feel like you’re wearing white when you’re
wearing black. This allows you to stay
cooler for longer in warm conditions,
keeping your core body temperature lower.

HYDROSKN
High levels of compression reduce muscle
vibration to enhance hydrodynamics. Due
to it’s superior elasticity and recovery the
garment will maintain the same level of
compression after many races. The superhydrophobic surface reduces friction
between the fabric and the water increasing speed, and minimum water absorption
means the garment remains light.

VAPOUR
The new generation Orca Vapour is a light,
breathable fabric used in key moisture
transfer panels of garment construction.
With a high moisture vapour transmission
rate-the rate at which moisture passes
through the fabric and away from the
skin-Vapour is utilized in areas to maximize
performance and comfort.

AQUAGLIDE
Orca AquaGlide has been re-engineered
as a higher gauge fabric-a tighter knit,
for lighter, more breathable comfort
and increased durability. Water resistant
qualities promote speed through the
water, while minimising water absorption.
Featuring spandex inside a polyamide yarn,
AquaGlide keeps athletes cool, dry and
comfortable.

OXYGEN
The 130gsm Oxygen fabric used across the
RS1 Dream Kona styles was chosen for it’s
fast-drying hydrophobic surface, making
it great for the swim, combined with it’s
UV protection and high breathability
important for the rest of the race. With
the application of Cold Black Technology
to keep you cool this fabric is the ultimate
for long distance hot conditions.

VAPOUR COOL
Orca´s new Vapour Cool fabric uses nano
crystals embedded in the fibre to naturally
conduct heat awway from the body,
keeping you cool. The cross-section yarn
construction enhances moisture wicking
and dries quickly. This highly breathable
fabric also contains silver ions that are
antibacterial and deodorizing, and antiallergy, making it ideal for longer distance.

TRI-ENDURO
Panels of the new Tri-Enduro tricot mesh
fabric are used across the back of 226 garments for higher levels of breathability and
moisture wicking. The high spandex content
provides better levels of stretch recovery,
while the polyester gives the mesh increased
strength and a smoother hand feel.

STRETCHSKN
The ultra lightweight StretchSkn four way
stretch fabric featured in the 226 range is
strategically placed where aerodynamics
are most important. This multi faceted
woven fabric also provides compression
benefits allowing muscle support and
slower rate of fatigue.

TRI-MESH
Tri-Mesh uses a mix of polyester and
spandex to wick moisture away from the
body and provide increased breathablity
for comfort during exercise. This is used
for the internal-bra, providing support with
maximum breathability.

FEATHERLITE
Orca exclusive FeatherLite, is a very light
and thin fabric-weighing in at just 80gsmused specifically on the side panels in the
body and in the legs throughout the RS1
range. The second-skin feeling it gives
is due to its weight, breathability and
moisture wicking. Offers excellent UV
protection for it’s lightweight feel and with
it’s Carbon 6 Water Repellent Coating is
super fast in the water where you need it.

CARBON 6
The Carbon 6 Water Repellent coating
is applied to fabrics to reduce their drag
when swimming. It does this by preventing
water from penetrating the yarn. This
means that the water glides over the
fabric-reducing resistance and therefore
increasing speed. Because water is not able
to penetrate the yarn the fabric remains
dry and so lighter, maintaining the natural
buoyancy of the swimmer. This water
repellent coating is applied on all of the
RS1 Killa and RS1 Dream Kona styles.

UPF50+ PROTECTION
UPF50+ protection means that the fabric
is the highest protection a fabric is capable
of offering and is rated as Excellent UV
Protection. This means that the fabric is
reducing your skin’s UV radiation exposure
while you’re out there on the course.
Meaning you can stay out there for longer
without having to worry about sunburn on
your skin covered by the garment.
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GEAR
MATRIX

226 SUPPORT BRA

226 KOMPRESS TRI TECH SHORT

B

B

H

C

RS1 SWIMSKN
B

H

C

RS1 DREAM KONA RACE SUIT

RS1 KILLA RACE SUIT

H

B

226 TRI TANK

226 KOMPRESS RACE SUIT
B

C

C
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CORE TRI SHORT
B

CORE EQUIP RACE SUIT
B

B

C

H

C

CORE SPORT PANT

H

H

C

H

C

B

H

H

B

H

C

B

CORE SUPPORT BRA

B

H

C

CORE TRI TANK

CORE RACE SUIT W/BACK ZIP

C

H

C

B

RS1 DREAM KONA TRI SHORT

RS1 DREAM KONA TRI TANK

H

C

B

C

B

B

H

C

CORE RACE SUIT

226 SINGLET

B

Breathable
Compression Benefits
Hydrodynamic

H

C

H

C

41

H

RS1
SWIMSKN

RS1
KILLA RACE SUIT
FE
MALE

MALE

FE
MALE

MALE

Perfect for non-wetsuit swims over any distance where zero water
absorbency, and so increased speed, counts. A fully bonded suit that will
give you the greatest advantage in the water.

If you strive to beat your personal best…and the competition.
Your best bet if you demand the lightest, most advanced race suit
available for short-course racing.

DRAG REDUCTION
Our most advanced HydroSkn
Dry water repellent coating has
a zero rate of water absorbency
over 3 hours and so increases
swim speed and retains natural
buoyancy due to the prevention of
water entering the fabric.

DRAG REDUCTION
A combination of the more
advanced hydroskn dry water
repellent coating and the carbon6
water repellent coating reduces
drag in the water and so increases
swim speed and retains natural
buoyancy due to the prevention of
water entering the fabric.

code

DVSA

LIGHTWEIGHT
BREATHABILITY
Fully bonded seams make this
swimskn the most flexible and
comfortable around, allowing
for even greater freedom of
movement in your swim.

COMFORT
Cut with swimmer’s specific needs
in mind the Swimskn moves with
you allowing supreme freedom of
movement.

colours

code

46 Blue

DVSB

sizes

sizes

XS-XL

XS/8 - L/14
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colours

46 Blue

code

DVR0

LIGHTWEIGHT
BREATHABILITY
Featherlite fabric on the lower
body combined with hydroskn
on the upper body gives you the
ultimate mix of hydrodynamics,
breathability with the lightest
weight possible.3

COMFORT
Perforated Vapour-Fleece
chamois provides breathable
comfort on the bike without
getting in the way for the runideal for short course distances.

colours

code

01 Black

DVR1

sizes

sizes

XS-XL

XS/8-L/14
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colours

01 Black

RS1
DREAM KONA RACE SUIT

RS1
DREAM KONA TRI TANK

MALE

MALE

RS1
DREAM KONA TRI SHORT

RS1
DREAM KONA RACE SUIT
FE
MALE

MALE

If you want state-of-the-art apparel specially
designed for longer distances, that comes into
it’s own in the heat. Your best bet for longer
distance racing, come rain or shine.

If you want state-of-the-art apparel specially
designed for longer distances, that comes into
it’s own in the heat. Your best bet for longer
distance racing, come rain or shine.

If you want dynamism, speed and that secondskin feeling. Your best bet for long-lastinglong
distance compression, support and durability.

If you want state-of-the-art apparel specially
designed for longer distances, that comes into
it’s own in the heat. Your best bet for longer
distance racing, come rain or shine.

DRAG REDUCTION
Carbon6 water repellent coating
reduces drag in the water and so
increases swim speed and retains
natural buoyancy due to the
prevention of water entering the
fabric.

DRAG REDUCTION
Carbon6 water repellent coating
reduces drag in the water and so
increases swim speed and retains
natural buoyancy due to the
prevention of water entering the
fabric.

DRAG REDUCTION
Carbon6 water repellent coating
reduces drag in the water and so
increases swim speed and retains
natural buoyancy due to the
prevention of water entering the
fabric.

DRAG REDUCTION
Carbon6 water repellent coating
reduces drag in the water and so
increases swim speed and retains
natural buoyancy due to the
prevention of water entering the
fabric

LIGHTWEIGHT
At less than 100gsm weight,
FeatherLite side panels give that
second-skin feeling and incredible
freedom of movement.
STORAGE
Handy seam-sealed back pockets
provide room for extra fuel during
the race.

code

DVR2

HEAT REFLECTION
TECHNOLOGY
Main body Oxygen fabric with
Cold Black technology makes it
feel like you’re wearing a white
suit-perfect for hot conditions
with no worries about seethrough issues.
SUPREME COMFORT
Perforated 6mm Berenis Breathe
Lite Chamois with 60kg density
and matrix top fabric for fast
wicking makes this chamois the
ultimate for a long distance race.

HEAT REFLECTION
TECHNOLOGY
Main body Oxygen fabric with
Cold Black technology makes it
feel like you’re wearing a white
suit-perfect for hot conditions
with no worries about seethrough issues.

colours

code

02 Black / White

DVR3

sizes

sizes

XS-XL

XS-XL
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LIGHTWEIGHT
At less than 100gsm weight,
FeatherLite side panels give that
second-skin feeling and incredible
freedom of movement.
STORAGE
Handy seam-sealed back pockets
provide room for extra fuel during
the race.

SUPREME COMFORT
Perforated 6mm Berenis Breathe
Lite Chamois with 60kg density
and matrix top fabric for fast
wicking makes this chamois the
ultimate for a long distance race
LIGHTWEIGHT
At less than 100gsm weight,
FeatherLite leg panels give that
second-skin feeling and incredible
freedom of movement.

LIGHTWEIGHT
At less than 100gsm weight,
FeatherLite side panels give that
second-skin feeling and incredible
freedom of movement.
STORAGE
Handy seam-sealed back pockets
provide room for extra fuel during
the race.

colours

02 Black / White

code

DVR4

colours

code

02 Black / White

DVCG

size

sizes

XS-XL

XS/8-L/14

45

HEAT REFLECTION
TECHNOLOGY
Main body Oxygen fabric with
Cold Black technology makes it
feel like you’re wearing a white
suit-perfect for hot conditions
with no worries about seethrough issues.
SUPREME COMFORT
Perforated 6mm Berenis Breathe
Lite Chamois with 60kg density
and matrix top fabric for fast
wicking makes this chamois the
ultimate for a long distance race.

colours

02 Black / White

226
KOMPRESS RACE SUIT

226
TRI TANK

MALE

226
PRINTED TRI TANK

MALE

226
KOMPRESS TRI TECH SHORT

MALE

MALE

If you’re looking for a suit that will improve
aerodynamics, decrease muscle fatigue,
naturally keep you cool, and provide maximum
comfort over long distances.

If you’re looking for a tank that will improve
aerodynamics, decrease muscle fatigue,
naturally cool, and provide maximum comfort
over long distances.

If you’re looking for a tank that improves aerodynamics, decrease muscle fatigue, naturally cool,
and provide maximum comfort over long distances. With our specially designed Orca print!

If you’re looking for a durable and stylish short
that provides compression benefits and Italian
grade chamois comfort over long distances.

LIGHTWEIGHT
145gsm StretchSkn fabric on
the legs, shoulders and side
panels mean faster wicking time,
less sweat retention and better
aerodynamics on the bike.

LIGHTWEIGHT
Revolutionary new Tri-Enduro
mesh used on the back of the 226
Tri Tank wicks moisture away fast.

LIGHTWEIGHT
Revolutionary new Tri-Enduro
mesh used on the back of the
226 Tri Tank wicks moisture away
fast while still providing the allimportant sun protection needed.

LIGHTWEIGHT
145gsm StretchSkn fabric on
the legs, on the legs of the
short mean faster wicking time,
less sweat retention and better
aerodynamics on the bike.

NATURALLY COOLING
Vapour Cool uses nano-crystal
technology to keep the body cool
and promote fast wicking on the
front panels of the top of the suit.
STORAGE
Two angled covered pockets on
the lower back give you plenty of
space to store the nutrition you
need within easy reach.

code

DVD0
sizes

XS-XXL

SUPREME COMFORT
4mm Italian Tri-Tech chamois
with 120kg density and 3mm
perforation gives greater comfort
on the bike while the DryFast
system wicks away moisture
leaving you feeling fresher.

NATURALLY COOLING
Vapour Cool uses nano-crystal
technology to keep the body cool
and promote fast wicking on the
front and lower back panels.

COMPRESSION
Woven fabric construction
provides greater compression
properties allowing greater
muscle support and increased
fatigue prevention.

STORAGE
Two large rear pockets across the
lower back give you plenty of
room to store the nutrition you
need within easy reach in a place
that won’t bounce around.

STORAGE
Two large rear pockets across the
lower back give you plenty of
room to store the nutrition you
need within easy reach in a place
that won’t bounce around.

NATURALLY COOLING
Vapour Cool uses nano-crystal
technology to keep the body cool
and promote fast wicking on the
front and lower back panels.

COMPRESSION
Woven fabric construction
provides greater compression
properties allowing greater
muscle support and increased
fatigue prevention.

SUPREME COMFORT
4mm Italian Tri-Tech chamois
with 120kg density and 3mm
perforation gives greater comfort
on the bike while the DryFast
system wicks away moisture
leaving you feeling fresher.
STORAGE
Two angled covered rear pockets
give you plenty of space to store
the nutrition you need within
easy reach.

RACE CUT
A lower front rise and higher back
rise improves comfort on the bike
and the run.

colours

code

02 Black / White
64 Black / Red
65 Black/Lime Punch

DVD3
sizes

XS-XXL

46

colours

02 Black / White
64 Black / Red

code

DVD4

colours

code

65 Black/Lime Punch

DVD5

sizes

sizes

XS-XXL

XS-XXL

47

colours

01 Black
02 Black / White

226
KOMPRESS RACE SUIT

226
KOMPRESS RACE SUIT W/PRINT

FE
MALE

FE
MALE

226
SUPPORT TOP

226
PRINTED SUPPORT TOP

FE
MALE

FE
MALE

If you’re looking for a suit that will improve
aerodynamics, decrease muscle fatigue,
naturally keep you cool and provide maximum
comfort over long distances.

If you’re looking for a suit that will improve
aerodynamics, naturally keep you cool, and
provide maximum comfort and support over long
distances. With our specially designed Orca print!

If you’re looking for a tank that will improve
aerodynamics, naturally keep you cool, and
provide maximum comfort and support over
long distances.

If you’re looking for a tank that will improve
aerodynamics, naturally keep you cool, and
provide maximum comfort and support over long
distances. With our specially designed Orca print!

LIGHTWEIGHT
145gsm StretchSkn fabric on
the legs, shoulders and side
panels mean faster wicking time,
less sweat retention and better
aerodynamics on the bike.

LIGHTWEIGHT
145gsm StretchSkn fabric on
the legs, shoulders and side
panels mean faster wicking time,
less sweat retention and better
aerodynamics on the bike.

LIGHTWEIGHT
145gsm StretchSkn fabric on the
upper back panel means faster
wicking time, less sweat retention
and better aerodynamics on
the bike.

LIGHTWEIGHT
145gsm StretchSkn fabric on the
upper back panel means faster
wicking time, less sweat retention
and better aerodynamics on
the bike.

STORAGE
Three rear pockets across the
lower back give you plenty of
room to store the nutrition you
need within easy reach in a place
that won’t bounce around

SUPPORT
Built-in Cool Breath Internal bra
fully made of Vapour Cool fabric
provides medium support and
maximum breathability.

DESIGN
Feminine and subtle print design
adds that extra something, while
the carefully designed back
provides ventilation while also
preventing drag during the swim.

COMPRESSION
Woven fabric construction
provides greater compression
properties allowing greater
muscle support and increased
fatigue prevention.
STORAGE
Two angled covered pockets on
the lower back give you plenty of
space to store the nutrition you
need within easy reach.
code

DVD6

SUPREME COMFORT
4mm Italian Tri-Tech chamois
with 120kg density and 3mm
perforation gives greater comfort
on the bike while the DryFast
system wicks away moisture
leaving you feeling fresher.

COMPRESSION
Woven fabric construction
provides greater compression
properties allowing greater
muscle support and increased
fatigue prevention.

SUPPORT
Built-in Zip front support internal
bra with Kompress front panel for
increased support and Tri-mesh
back for breathability where you
need it most.

STORAGE
Two angled covered pockets on
the lower back give you plenty of
space to store the nutrition you
need within easy reach.

colours

code

02 Black / White
66 Black / Poppy Pink

DVD7

sizes

sizes

XS/8-XL/16

XS/8-XL/16
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SUPREME COMFORT
4mm Italian Tri-Tech chamois
with 120kg density and 3mm
perforation gives greater comfort
on the bike while the DryFast
system wicks away moisture
leaving you feeling fresher.
SUPPORT
Built-in Zip front support internal
bra with Kompress front panel for
increased support and Tri-mesh
back for breathability where you
need it most.

colours

67 Black / Turquoise

SUPPORT
Built-in Cool Breath Internal bra
fully made of Vapour Cool fabric
provides medium support and
maximum breathability.

NATURALLY COOLING
Vapour Cool uses nano-crystal
technology to keep the body cool
and promote fast wicking on the
support top and back panels.
STORAGE
Three rear pockets across the
lower back give you plenty of
room to store the nutrition you
need within easy reach in a place
that won’t bounce around.

NATURALLY COOLING
Vapour Cool uses nano-crystal
technology to keep the body cool
and promote fast wicking on the
support top and back panels.

code

DVD8

colours

code

02 Black / White
66 Black / Poppy Pink

DVD9

sizes

sizes

XS/8-XL/16

XS/8-XL/16
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colours

67 Black / Turquoise

226
KOMPRESS TRI TECH PANT

226
SINGLET

FE
MALE

FE
MALE

If you’re looking for a durable and flattering short that provides compression
benefits and Italian grade chamois comfort over long distances.

LIGHTWEIGHT
145gsm StretchSkn fabric on
the legs of the pant mean faster
wicking time, less sweat retention
and better aerodynamics on the
bike.

code

DVDA

226
SUPPORT BRA

COMPRESSION
Woven fabric construction
provides greater compression
properties allowing greater muscle
support and increased fatigue
prevention

SUPREME COMFORT
4mm Italian Tri-Tech chamois
with 120kg density and 3mm
perforation gives greater comfort
on the bike while the DryFast
system wicks away moisture
leaving you feeling fresher.

colours

01 Black
02 Black / White

STORAGE
Two angled covered rear pockets
give you plenty of space to store
the nutrition you need within easy
reach.

If you’re looking for a tank that will keep you
looking great, naturally cool, and provide
maximum comfort and support over long
distances.

If you’re looking for a bra that will keep you
looking great, naturally cool,
and provide maximum comfort and support
over long distances.

NATURALLY COOLING
Vapour Cool uses nano-crystal
technology to keep the body cool
and promote fast wicking on the
front and back panels.

SUPPORT
Built-in Cool Breath Internal bra
fully made of Vapour Cool fabric
provides medium support and
maximum breathability.

STORAGE
Two angled rear pockets on the
lower back give you plenty of
space to store the nutrition you
need within easy reach.

DESIGN
Flattering strap construction
and design means you’ll look
good without compromising
performance.

NATURALLY COOLING
Vapour Cool uses nano-crystal
technology to keep the body cool
and promote fast wicking on the
front and back panels of the top
of the suit.

code

colours

DVDB

sizes

FE
MALE

DESIGN
Thin flattering straps prevent
drag while swimming and provide
support and ease of movement.

code

02 Black / White
68 Poppy Pink / White

DVDC

sizes

XS/8-XL/16

sizes

XS/8-XL/16
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STORAGE
Handy bra pocket allows you
to stash a gel or a key for easy
access.

XS/8-XL/16

51

colours

01 Black
66 Black/Poppy Pink

CORE
RACE SUIT

CORE
RACE SUIT W/BACK ZIP

MALE

MALE

CORE
TRI TANK

CORE
TRI SHORT

MALE

MALE

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a suit that changes and
evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a suit that needs to
comply with ITU rulings.

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a tank that changes
and evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a short that changes
and evolves as your racing style does.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

SUPREME COMFORT
6mm Italian Tri-Support chamois
with 70kg density gives greater
comfort on the bike.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

SUPREME COMFORT
6mm Italian Tri-Support chamois
with 70kg density gives greater
comfort on the bike.

STORAGE
Two rear covered pockets
centred across the lower back
give you plenty of room to store
the nutrition you need within
easy reach in a place that won’t
bounce around

BREATHABLE
Vapour side panels combined with
a Soft Mesh back panel provides
breathability where you need it
most.

SUPREME COMFORT
6mm Italian Tri-Support chamois
with 70kg density gives greater
comfort on the bike.

STORAGE
Two rear covered pockets
centred across the lower back
give you plenty of room to store
the nutrition you need within
easy reach in a place that won’t
bounce around.

BREATHABLE
Vapour side panels provides
breathability where you need it
most.

STORAGE
Covered centre-back pocket
gives ample room to store
nutrition for easy access when
you need it

code

colours

code

colours

code

colours

DVC0
sizes

XS-XXL

02 Black / White
64 Black / Red
69 Black / Royal Blue
70 Royal Blue / Lime Punch

BVC1
sizes

XS-XXL
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VERSATILITY
A back zip option makes this suit
great for ITU races where this is a
required feature.

BREATHABLE
Vapour side panels combined with
a Soft Mesh back panel provides
breathability where you need it
most.

colours

02 Black / White

code

DVC2
sizes

XS-XXL

02 Black / White
69 Black / Royal Blue
70 Royal Blue / Lime Punch

DVC3
sizes

XS-XXL

53

01 Black
02 Black / White
69 Black / Royal Blue

CORE
RACE SUIT

CORE
RACE SUIT W/BACK ZIP

FE
MALE

FE
MALE

CORE
SUPPORT SINGLET

CORE
SINGLET

FE
MALE

FE
MALE

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a suit that changes and
evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a suit that needs to
comply with ITU rulings.

If you’re looking for affordable yet stylish fit
for purpose gear that will see you through both
training and racing. Your best bet for a tank that
changes and evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for affordable yet stylish fit
for purpose gear that will see you through both
training and racing. Your best bet for a tank that
changes and evolves as your racing style does.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

BREATHABLE
Vapour side panels combined with
a Soft Mesh back panel provides
breathability where you need it
most.
SUPREME COMFORT
6mm women-specific Italian
Tri-Support chamois with 70kg
density gives greater comfort on
the bike.

code

DVC5
sizes

XS/8-XL/16

SUPPORT
Built-in Zip Front Tri Internal bra
features an Aquaglide front panel
for increased support and a TriMesh back for breathability
where you need it most.

VERSATILITY
A back zip option makes this suit
great for ITU races where this is a
required feature.

BREATHABLE
Vapour side panels combined with
a Soft Mesh back panel provides
breathability where you need it
most.

SUPREME COMFORT
6mm women-specific Italian
Tri-Support chamois with 70kg
density gives greater comfort on
the bike.

STORAGE
Two rear covered pockets
centred across the lower back
give you plenty of room to store
the nutrition you need within
easy reach in a place that won’t
bounce around.

STORAGE
Two angled rear covered pockets
give you plenty of room to store
the nutrition you need within
easy reach in a place that won’t
bounce around.

BREATHABLE
Vapour side panels combined with
a Soft Mesh back panel provides
breathability where you need it
most.

DESIGN
Flattering neckline and feminine
back straps in fashion colours.

SUPPORT
Built-in Tri Breath Internal bra
provides next to skin comfort and
breathability.

colours

code

02 Black / White
66 Black / Poppy Pink
67 Black / Turquoise

BVC7
sizes

XS/8-XL/16

54

colours

02 Black / White

code

DVC8

SUPPORT
Built-in Tri Breath Internal bra
provides next to skin comfort and
breathability .

colours

code

66 Black / Poppy Pink
67 Black / Turquoise

DVC9

sizes

sizes

XS/8-XL/16

XS/8-XL/16

55

STORAGE
Two rear covered pockets
centred in the lower back give
you plenty of room to store
the nutrition you need within
easy reach in a place that won’t
bounce around.
DESIGN
Flattering neckline and feminine
back straps in fashion colours.

colours

66 Black / Poppy Pink
67 Black / Turquoise

CORE
SUPPORT BRA

CORE
TRI SHORT

FE
MALE

CORE
HIPSTER TRI SHORT

FE
MALE

FE
MALE

If you’re looking for affordable yet stylish fit
for purpose gear that will see you through both
training and racing. Your best bet for a bra that
changes and evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a short that changes
and evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose gear that will see you
through both training and racing. Your best bet for a short that changes
and evolves as your racing style does.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca Enduro
Water repellent coating improves
glide through the swim.

DESIGN
Flattering neckline and feminine
back straps in fashion colours.

SUPPORT
Built-in Tri Breath Internal lining
provides next to skin comfort and
breathability.

BREATHABLE
Vapour side panels provides
breathability where you need it
most.
SUPREME COMFORT
6mm women-specific Italian
Tri-Support chamois with 70kg
density gives greater comfort on
the bike.

code

DVCA

colours

code

01 Black
66 Black / Poppy Pink

DVCC

sizes

sizes

XS/8-XL/16

XS/8-XL/16

56

STORAGE
Covered centre-back pocket
gives ample room to store
nutrition for easy access when
you need it.
DESIGN
Flattering V-shaped wider
waistband with accents of colour
on the legs.

colours

01 Black
66 Black / Poppy Pink

DESIGN
Flattering V-shaped hipster cut
waistband with shorter leg length.

code

DVCD

BREATHABLE
Vapour waistband combined with
a Soft Mesh back panel provides
breathability where you need it
most.

SUPREME COMFORT
6mm women-specific Italian
Tri-Support chamois with 70kg
density gives greater comfort on
the bike.

colours

02 Black / White
66 Black / Poppy Pink

sizes

XS/8-XL/16

57

STORAGE
Covered centre-back pocket gives
ample room to store nutrition for
easy access when you need it.

CORE
BASIC RACE SUIT

CORE
BASIC RACE SUIT

CORE
SPORT PANT

FE
MALE

MALE

CORE
SPORT PANT
FE
MALE

MALE

If you’re looking for a basic Race Suit that offers
everything you require to comfortably complete
a triathlon. Your best bet for a suit that changes
and evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for a basic Race Suit that offers
everything you require to comfortably complete
a triathlon. Your best bet for a suit that changes
and evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a short that changes
and evolves as your racing style does.

If you’re looking for affordable fit for purpose
gear that will see you through both training and
racing. Your best bet for a short that changes
and evolves as your racing style does.

COMFORT
Perforated fleece chamois
provides breathable comfort on
the bike without getting in the
way for the run-ideal for short
course distances.

COMFORT
Perforated fleece chamois
provides breathable comfort on
the bike without getting in the
way for the run.

COMFORT
Perforated fleece chamois
provides breathable comfort on
the bike without getting in the
way for the run- ideal for short
course distances.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

COMFORT
Perforated fleece chamois
provides breathable comfort on
the bike without getting in the
way for the run- ideal for short
course distances.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

code

colours

code

colours

BREATHABLE
Vapour chest panels combined
with a Soft Mesh back panel
provides breathability where you
need it most.

code

DVCF

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.
STORAGE
Back pocket.

PERFORMANCE
Aquaglide fabric with Orca
Enduro Water repellent coating
improves glide through the swim.

SUPPORT
Built-in Tri Breath Internal bra
provides next to skin comfort and
breathability.
BREATHABLE
Vapour chest panels combined
with a Soft Mesh back panel
provides breathability where you
need it most.

STORAGE
Back pocket.

colours

code

02 Black / White
64 Black /Red

DVCG

sizes

sizes

XS-XXL

XS/8-XL/16

58

colours

02 Black / White
66 Black / Poppy Pink

BVCH

01 Black

BVCJ

sizes

sizes

XS-XXL

XS/8-XL/16

59

01 Black

SWIM

ORCA’S ROOTS ARE
IN THE OCEAN, SO
WE KNOW HOW
IMPORTANT TRAINING
IS TO YOUR RACE DAY
PERFORMANCE.
For 2015 we have expanded
our chlorine-resistant swim
styles offering you a more varied
product range and fashionable
modern colour options. Quality
Italian made fabrics give you
confidence that this swim range
is built to last as long as you can,
with fits that are comfortable
and supportive where you need
it most.

MALE SWIM
RANGE

FEMALE SWIM
RANGE

ENDURO

ENDURO

Jammer
DVS0TT02

Jammer
DVS0TT77

Jammer
DVS0TT78

Jammer
DVS0TT79

Brief
DVS2TT02

Brief
DVS2TT77

Brief
DVS2TT80

Brief
DVS2TT81

Square Leg
DVS1TT02

Square Leg
DVS1TT77

Brief
DVS2TT82

One Piece
DVS5TT02

One Piece
DVS5TT71

One Piece
DVS5TT73

One Piece
DVS5TT74

One Piece
DVS5TT75

One Piece
DVS5TT76

Two Piece
DVS7TT02

Two Piece
DVS7TT71

Two Piece
DVS7TT72

Two Piece
DVS7TT74

Two Piece
DVS7TT75

Two Piece
DVS7TT76

Bikini
DVS8TT02

Bikini
DVS8TT71

Bikini
DVS8TT72

One Piece String
Back DVS6TT84

One Piece String
Back DVS6TT85

Bikini
DVS8TT73

Bikini
DVS8TT74

Bikini
DVS8TT75

CORE
Jammer
DVS3TT02

Jammer
DVS3TT83

Jammer
DVS3TT84

CORE
Brief
DVS4TT02

Brief
DVS4TT83

Brief
DVS4TT84

One Piece String
Back DVS6TT64

02 Black / White 77 Black / Black Print 78 Deep Blue / Print 79 Black / Sport Red
82 Deep Blue/Blue Sky 83 Squalo / Orange 84 Blue Sky / Poppy Green
62

80 Black Print 81 Deep Blue Print

02 Black / White 64 Black / Red 71 Deep Blue / Marigold Black / Sirenetta 73 Black / Deep Purple
75 Antibes Print Antibes / Marigolde 84 Blue Sky / Poppy Green 85 Red / Blue Sky
63

74 Deep Purple Print

SWIM
FEATURES

01

01

CL-PRO FABRIC
The CL-Pro fabric used in the Enduro
products in a range of hot new colours and
prints allows your swimwear to last longer in
the pool with great next-to-skin comfort.

02

CHLORINE-PROOF
Choose swimwear that will last. With
the 2015 Enduro range using the latest
chlorine-proof Italian fabrics with
mechanical stretch for a lasting fit.
FASHIONABLE & PRACTICAL
Great new colours and bikini/two piece
option now available for women as well as
revamped fits for a more fashionable, yet
still completely practical swim option.

02

64

65

ENDURO
JAMMER

ENDURO
SQUARE LEG

MALE

ENDURO
BRIEF

MALE

MALE

If you want long-lasting performance jammers
that are going to stay vibrant and fitting
throughout your frequent pool training.

If you want long-lasting performance square
legs that are going to stay vibrant and fitting
throughout your frequent pool training.

If you want long-lasting performance briefs that are going to stay vibrant
and fitting throughout your frequent pool training.

FABRIC
CL-Pro 170gsm: 47% P.B.T.
53% Polyester Italian made.

FABRIC
CL-Pro 170gsm: 47% P.B.T.
53% Polyester Italian made.

FABRIC
CL-Pro 170gsm: 47% P.B.T.
53% Polyester Italian made.

100% CHLORINE
RESISTANT
Not affected by chlorine,
allowing the jammer to stand
up to everyday training wear
and tear in the pool.
SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

code

DVS0
sizes

XS-XXL

RETAINS SHAPE
& COLOUR
Quick-drying fade-resistant
fabric means shape is retained and
colour stays vibrant for longer.

100% CHLORINE
RESISTANT
Not affected by chlorine, allowing
the square leg to stand up to
everyday training wear and tear
in the pool.

COMFORT & FIT
Internal mesh-lined body
contoured front panels. Lowcut elasticated waist with
performance sports draw cord.

SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

colours

code

02 Black / White
77 Black / Black Print
78 Deep Blue / Print
79 Black / Sport Red

DVS1
sizes

XS-XXL

66

RETAINS SHAPE &
COLOUR
Quick-drying fade-resistant
fabric means shape is retained and
colour stays vibrant for longer.
COMFORT & FIT
Internal mesh-lined body
contoured front panels. Lowcut elasticated waist with
performance sports draw cord.

colours

02 Black / White
77 Black / Black Print

SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

code

DVS2
sizes

XS-XXL

100% CHLORINE
RESISTANT
Not affected by chlorine, allowing
the brief to stand up to everyday
training wear and tear in the pool.

RETAINS SHAPE &
COLOUR
Quick-drying fade-resistant fabric
means shape is retained and colour
stays vibrant for longer.

colours

02 Black / White
77 Black / Black Print
80 Black Print
81 Deep Blue Print
82 Deep Blue/Blue Sky

67

COMFORT & FIT
Internal mesh-lined body
contoured front panels. Low-cut
elasticated waist with performance
sports draw cord.

ENDURO
ONE PIECE

ENDURO
TWO PIECE

FE
MALE

FE
MALE

If you want a long-lasting performance One Piece that is going to stay vibrant
and well-fitted throughout your frequent pool training.

FABRIC
CL-Pro 170gsm: 47% P.B.T.
53% Polyester Italian made.
SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

ENDURO
BIKINI

100% CHLORINE
RESISTANT
Not affected by chlorine, allowing
the One Piece to stand up to
everyday training wear and tear in
the pool.

RETAINS SHAPE &
COLOUR
Quick-drying fade-resistant fabric
means shape is retained and colour
stays vibrant for longer.

COMFORT & FIT
Internal mesh-lined body
contoured front panels. Feminine
drag-resistant racer back with a
high cut to lengthen the leg.

FE
MALE

If you want a long-lasting performance
Two Piece option that is going to be supportive
but also stay vibrant and well-fitted throughout
your frequent pool training.
FABRIC
CL-Pro 170gsm: 47% P.B.T.
53% Polyester Italian made.
100% CHLORINE
RESISTANT
Not affected by chlorine,
allowing the Two Piece to stand
up to everyday training wear
and tear in the pool.

If you want a long-lasting performance
Bikini option that looks stylish but will also
stay vibrant and well-fitted throughout your
frequent pool training.

COMFORT & FIT
Internal mesh-lined body
contoured front panels. Feminine,
supportive crop top with a medium
cut brief to flatter the legs.

FABRIC
CL-Pro 170gsm: 47% P.B.T.
53% Polyester Italian made.
SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

COMFORT & FIT
Internal mesh-lined body
contoured front panels. Feminine
drag-resistant racer back bikini
top with removeable pads paired
with a high cut brief to lengthen
the legs.

RETAINS SHAPE &
COLOUR
Quick-drying fade-resistant
fabric means shape is retained and
colour stays vibrant for longer.

code

DVS5
sizes

XS/8-XL/16

colours

code

02 Black / White
71 Deep Blue / Marigold
73 Blawck / Deep Purple
74 Deep Purple Print
75 Antibes Print
76 Antibes / Marigold

DVS7
sizes

XS/8-XL/16

68

colours

code

02 Black / White
71 Deep Blue / Marigold
72 Black / Sirenetta
74 Deep Purple Print
75 Antibes Print
76 Antibes / Marigold

DVS8
sizes

XS/8-XL/16

69

100% CHLORINE
RESISTANT
Not affected by chlorine, allowing
the bikini to stand up to everyday
training wear and tear in the pool.
RETAINS SHAPE &
COLOUR
Quick-drying fade-resistant
fabric means shape is retained and
colour stays vibrant for longer.

colours

02 Black / White
71 Deep Blue / Marigold
72 Black / Sirenetta
73 Black / Deep Purple
74 Deep Purple Print
75 Antibes Print

CORE
JAMMER

CORE
BRIEF

MALE

CORE
ONE PIECE STRING BACK
FE
MALE

MALE

If you’re looking for a jammer that will have a
long pool life but also offer unrivalled stretch
and next-to-skin comfort.

If you’re looking for a brief that will have a long
pool life but also offer unrivalled stretch and
next-to-skin comfort.

If you’re looking for a One Piece that will have a long pool life but also offer unrivalled
stretch and next-to-skin comfort as well as ultimate freedom of movement.

FABRIC
CL-Pro Flex-190gsm:
78% polyamide, 22% x-life lycra
Italian made.

FABRIC
CL-Pro Flex-190gsm:
78% polyamide, 22% x-life lycra
Italian made.

FABRIC
CL-Pro Flex-190gsm:
78% polyamide, 22% x-life lycra
Italian made.

CHLORINE RESISTANT
Fabric is treated in Italy to
prolong it’s life under chlorine’s
attack so the jammer can stand
up to more rigorous pool training
than standard non-treated
fabrics.

RETAINS SHAPE &
COLOUR
Unrivalled stretch and nextto-skin comfort with water
repellence.

CHLORINE RESISTANT
Fabric is treated in Italy to
prolong it’s life under chlorine’s
attack so the brief can stand up to
more rigorous pool training than
standard non-treated fabrics.

COMFORT & FIT
Low-cut elasticated waist with
performance sports draw cord.
Excellent resistance to pilling and
abrasion. Performance sports
draw cord.

SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

code

DVS3
sizes

XS-XXL

colours

code

02 Black / White
83 Squalo / Orange
84 Blue Sky / Poppy Green

DVS4
sizes

XS-XXL

70

RETAINS SHAPE &
COLOUR
Unrivalled stretch and nextto-skin comfort with water
repellence.
COMFORT & FIT
Low-cut elasticated waist with
performance sports draw cord.
Excellent resistance to pilling and
abrasion. Performance sports
draw cord.

colours

02 Black / White
83 Squalo / Orange
84 Blue Sky / Poppy Green

SUN-PROTECTIVE
UPF50+ rating keeps you
protected for longer while you’re
out on the course.

code

DVS6
sizes

XS/8-XL/16

CHLORINE RESISTANT
Fabric is treated in Italy to prolong
it’s life under chlorine’s attack so
the one-piece can stand up to
more rigorous pool training than
standard non-treated fabrics.

COMFORT & FIT
Mesh-lined organically curved
front body panels, combined with
comfortable string back allows
for unlimited range of motion. A
medium cut flatters the leg.

colours

64 Black / Red
84 Blue Sky / Poppy Green
85 Red / Blue Sky

71

RETAINS SHAPE
& COLOUR
Unrivalled stretch and nextto-skin comfort with water
repellence.

72

73

COMP
RESSION

WHEN IT COMES TO
TRIATHLON WE KNOW
THAT EVERY STEP OF THE
JOURNEY IS IMPORTANT.
Our 2015 compression range
boosts performance and delays
muscle fatigue when you’re
out racing, while also providing
maximum support to avoid
muscle tears and injuries.
Most importantly it aids in the
sometimes overlooked area
of recovery, allowing you to
maximise the time that your
muscles are at their optimum.

COMPRESSION
TECHNOLOGIES

COMPRESSION
RANGE

ULTRA LIGHT
For optimum comfort, the microﬁbre is
seamless, lightweight (0,9 grams/cm3) and
very soft. During exercise, it will feel like
you are wearing nothing. You will be lighter
and faster!

Calf
BVK1TT00

Calf
BVK1TT01

Quad 00
BVK4TT00

Quad 01
BVK4TT01

Full Sock
BVK2TT00

Full Sock
BVK2TT01

Full Leg
BVK5TT00

Full Leg
BVK5TT01

Full Arm
BVK6TT00

Full Arm
BVK6TT01

Sock
BVK3TT00

Sock
BVK3TT01

THERMO REGULATION
Special knitting protects you from the cold
and wind-chill whilst still providing maximum
breathability for your skin. The activation
of microcirculation assists and supports
the skin’s thermo-regulating mechanism,
allowing you to save energy.

CYCLING
More resistance during effort, and
outstanding during recovery. A must-have
for road and mountain bike cyclists.

SHOCK ABSORBER
The 360° compression lessens the “shock
wave” effect on veins and joints.

HIGH PRECISION MORPHOLOGY
Special circular weave ensures excellent
pressure distribution over every cm2 of the
leg.

FLIGHT COMPRESSION
The stimulation of blood ﬂow and prevention
of ﬂuid accumulation in the foot make this
an ideal travel accessory.

ANTI-FATIGUE
The shock and vibration absorption from
muscles, veins and joints increases resistance
to fatigue.

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return and prevents
blood from collecting in muscles - making
your legs feel ultra light.

ACHILLES TENDON PROTECT
The cushioning effect of the 3D.DOTS at
the rear of the sock protect the Achilles
tendon from friction and pressure.

MASSAGING FIBRE
A patented fibre where every movement
triggers a micro massage, providing a
sensation of lightness and well-being.

DOTS PRESSURE CIRCULATION
The massaging acupressure is designed to
stimulate blood circulation by multipoint
massaging of the sole.

RUNNING
Perfect for track, road or trail running. It
is also the ideal heat regulator between
seasons.
00 White
76

01 Black
77

COMPRESSION
FEATURES

01

02

ACCUPRESSURE
Specially positioned Accupressure 3D dots
support blood circulation in the lower part
of the foot.
EUROPEAN YARN
Manufactured exclusively in Europe using
European yarn which provides rigidity and
support for injury prevention. Using built-in
silver ions the fabric naturally reduces odour
and chances of chafing.

COMPRESSION
CALF

COMPRESSION
FULL SOCK

If you want to reduce lactic acid while also
delaying muscle fatigue. Your best bet to
recover faster so you can go further for longer.

The most advanced and comfortable compression sock to ensure the best results during both
training and recovery phases. Your best bet to
protect against injury and recover fast.

RECOVERY
The Calf Guard boosts your venous
return, reducing the accumulation
of toxins while increasing
oxygenation to the muscles,
allowing you to recover faster.

RECOVERY
The Compression Full Sock is ideal
for recovery after exercise and
during long flights or car travel.

02

02

3D DOTS
3D dots on the sole of the Compression
Sock and Full Sock ensure maximum
stability and limit movement of the foot
inside the shoe.

CONTOURED
STRAP INSTEP
The contoured strap instep in the
Compression Full Sock stimulates venous
return and promotes the regeneration
process.

PREVENTION
High-quality European yarn
provides rigidity and support for
injury prevention.

PROTECTION
The patented sock fibres minimize
vibration and micro muscle injury
and so helps protect against pain
and injuries.

PROTECTION
The reduction in lactic acid buildup
coupled with it’s shock absorption
properties protects you from
muscular fatigue and damage.

code

BVK1

colours

code

00 White
01 Black

BVK2

sizes

sizes

S – XL

78

S – XL

79

PREVENTION
3D dots on the sole of the sock
ensure maximum stability and
limit movement of the foot within
the shoe reducing chances of
ankle injury.

colours

00 White
01 Black

COMPRESSION
FULL ARM

COMPRESSION
QUAD

COMPRESSION
FULL LEG

COMPRESSION
SOCK

If you’re looking for protection from the cold
as well as incredible compression benefits. Your
best bet for a second-to-none training and
recovery aid.

If you need a thigh guard sized to your upper
leg muscles. Your best bet for enabling optimal
compression levels to your quadriceps and
hamstrings while also supporting the ITB.

If you need leg warmers for the winter that
double as a great recovery aid in summer. Your
best bet for protection from the cold as well as
offering incredible compression.

The most advanced and comfortable compression sock to ensure the best results during both
training and recovery phases. Your best bet to
protect against injury and recover fast.

RECOVERY
Wear them under your shirt for
maximum recovery in the summer
after full-on sessions.

PROTECTION
The Compression Full Arm is
perfect for protection from the
cold while also providing the
additional benefit of compression
properties.

RECOVERY
Wear the Compression Quad
under your shorts for maximum
recovery in the summer after fullon sessions.

OPTIMAL FIT
The Compression Quad Thigh
Guard is the only compression
product sized to your upper leg
muscles, not your waist, enabling
optimal compression levels to your
quadriceps and hamstrings while
also supporting the ITB.

RECOVERY
Wear the Compression Full Leg
under your shorts for maximum
recovery in the summer after fullon sessions.

RECOVERY
The Compression Sock is ideal for
recovery after exercise and during
long flights or car travel.

colours

code

colours

code

code

BVK6

PROTECTION
The Compression Quad is perfect
for protection from the cold
while also providing the additional
benefit of compression properties.

00 White
01 Black

BVK4

sizes

sizes

S – XL

S – XL

80

00 White
01 Black

MULTIPURPOSE
The Full Leg offers you the benefits
of a Quad Thigh Guard and a Full
Sock in one!

PROTECTION
The patented sock fibres minimize
vibration and micro muscle injury
and so helps protect against pain
and injuries. While the built-in
silver ions in the fabric naturally
reduce odour and the chances of
blisters.

PROTECTION
The Compression Full Leg is
perfect for protection from the
cold while also providing the
additional benefit of compression
properties.

BVK5

colours

code

00 White
01 Black

BVK3

sizes

sizes

S – XL

S – XL

81

PREVENTION
3D dots on the sole of the sock
ensure maximum stability and limit
movement of the foot within the
shoe reducing chances of ankle
injury.

colours

00 White
01 Black

82

83

ACCESS
ORIES
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
WHEN IT COMES TO BEING
TRULY EQUIPPED
TO TRAIN AND COMPETE
AS A TRIATHLETE.
For 2015 Orca has stayed
focused on a triathlete’s needs
and avoided any showy gimmicks.
Our all new bag collection offers
something for every travel option
you might be facing and allows
you to travel in comfort knowing
you’ve got everything covered whether it’s from one continent
to another for a race or just from
home to the pool. While our
range of wetsut accessories allow
you to stay warmer for longer
when in colder than usual water
temperatures. If you can think it,
we’ve got it covered in our latest
accessories range.

ACCESSORIES
RANGE
Neoprene Swim Cap
DVACTT01

226 Goggle
AVA9TT36

Silicone Swim Cap
DVA0TT01

Neoprene Swim Cap
DVACTT28

Killa Goggle
AVAATT36

Silicone Swim Cap
DVA0TT50

Neoprene Swim Cap
DVACTT54

Killa Adjust goggle
AVABTT37

Silicone Swim Cap
DVA0TT54

Hydro Booties
AVAETT01

Profile Goggle
AVAWTT01

Swim Socks
AVAPTT01

Flip Flops
DVATTT01

Silicone Swim Cap
w/Print DVA1TT51

Flip Flops
DVATTT02

Silicone Swim Cap
w/Print DVA1TT52

00 White 01 Black 02 Black / White 03 White / Black
52 Purple 53 Marine Blue 54 High Vis Orange

Unisex Cap w/Foldable
System BVAZTT00

Unisex Cap w/Foldable
System BVAZTT01

Unisex Cap w/Foldable
System BVAZTT55

Unisex Visor 00
BVAMTT00

Unisex Visor 01
BVAMTT01

Unisex Visor 55
BVAMTT55

Flexi-fit Visor 01
DVAYTT01

Flexi-fit Visor 02
DVAYTT02

Flexi-fit Visor 03
DVAYTT03

Flexi-fit Casual Cap
BVAKTT01

Race Belt
BVAFTT01

Race Belt
BVAFTT39

Race Belt w/ Zip
Pocket BVAGTT01

Timing Chip Strap
AVASTT01

Neoprene Cycle Toe
Cover DVA6TT01

Speed Laces
AVAQTT00

Speed Laces
AVAQTT01

Speed Laces
AVAQTT37

Speed Laces
AVAQTT40

Transition Backpack
DVANTT01

Large Transition Bag
DVARTT01

Waterproof Backpack
AVAHTT00

Waterproof Backpack
AVAHTT01

Silicone Swim Cap
w/Print DVA1TT53

Sports Chamois Towel
AVAJTT01

28 Black / Lime green print 36 Clear 37 Silver 50 Yellow

86

Unisex Cap
BVALTT55

Latex Swim Cap
DVA0TT01

Pull Buoy
DVA7TT01

Paddles
DVAXTT01

Unisex Cap
BVALTT01

Heatseeker Vest
AVA8TT01

Mesh Swim Bag
BVA2TT01
Silicone Swim Cap
w/Print DVA1TT01

Unisex Cap
BVALTT00

51 Neon Pink

00 White

01 Black

02 Black / White

03 White / Black

37 Silver

39 Pink
87

40 Neon Yellow

55 Light Pink

ACCESSORIES
FEATURES

01

02

01

02

04

02

03

05

HIGH VISIBILITY
The safety provided by the increased
visibility you’ll have when in open water
when wearing the High Vis neoprene swim
cap is an added bonus to the increased
protection from the cold you’ll experience
from this cap.
NEW FOLDABLE SYSTEM
For when you need a cap for only part of
your race or training, the unique Unisex
Cap with Foldable System allows you to
fold up your cap and easily stow it away in
your tri top pocket when you aren’t using it.

03

FUNCTIONAL
Versatility and endless compartments
and pockets make the Transition Bag the
most functional on the market. Separate
compartments for helmet, wetsuit and
running/cycling shoes as well as purpose
built pockets for pretty much anything else
you could possibly need make this bag the
ultimate travelling accessory. And just when
you thought it couldn’t get any better - it
now comes in two sizes - to better suit your
individual needs.

04

05

NEW SWIM ACCESSORIES
Latest swim accessories added to the range
include paddles, pull buoy and flipflops as
we know it’s the training in the pool that
is going to allow you to shine later in the
openwater. Allowing Orca to now truly offer
a one-stop option for all your pool training
needs.

NEOPRENE SWIM
CAP

HYDRO BOOTIES

Pair with your wetsuit for extra warmth in
colder than usual waters.

Pair with your wetsuit for extra warmth, as well
as providing non-slip protection when you’re
walking into the water.

MATERIALS
100% Neoprene.

MATERIALS
100% Neoprene

COMFORT
The increased warmth offered by
covering the head allows you to
stay in the water for longer when
wearing this cap.

COMFORT
The 3mm neoprene allows you
increased warmth and comfort in
any cold water situation

SAFETY
The high vis orange colour scheme
makes sure you’re seen while out in
open water.

PRACTICAL
Adjustability around the ankle,
split toe design and silicon grip on
the sole of the foot all contribute
to making this bootie the obvious
option for all types of watersports.

OPEN-CELL NEOPRENE
Open-cell neoprene used on the Heatseeker
means that it is more supple and fits against
the skin better. This closer fit keeps you
warmer as less water can “flush” around
the top.

code

DVAC
sizes

S/M; L/XL

88

PRACTICAL
The striking Maori print allows you
to stand out in the water.

colours

code

01 Black
28 Black / Lime green print
54 High Vis Orange

AVAE
sizes

XS-XXL

89

colours

01 Black

SWIM SOCKS

HEATSEEKER
VEST

SPORTS
CHAMOIS TOWEL

MESH
SWIM BAG

Pair with your wetsuit for extra warmth, as well
as providing non-slip protection when you’re
walking into the water.

If you’re looking to increase your warmth in the
water, or provide an additional barrier against
wind chill in any type of outdoor water sports.

If you’re looking for a towel that is
quick-drying and super absorbent while also
being light-weight and compact.

If you’re looking for a handy bag for carrying
your swim essentials, while also having a pocket
to keep your valuables.

PRACTICAL
A longer ankle and silicon grip on
the sole of the foot make this swim
sock highly practical for all types of
watersports.

MATERIALS
100% Neoprene.

MATERIALS
85% Polyester, 15% Nylon
Ultrafine Microfibre.

MATERIALS
100% Polyester Mesh, 100%
Woven Nylon Pocket.

SECURE
Handy waterproof zip pocket
protects your valuables.

PRACTICAL
Multipurpose mesh bag with good
drainage for wet gear.

STYLISH
Striking black and white Orca
design.

colours

code

code

colours

MATERIALS
100% Neoprene.
COMFORT
The 3mm neoprene allows you
increased warmth and comfort in
any cold water situation.

code

AVAP

STYLISH
Classic Orca design.

COMFORT
The increased warmth and wind
chill protection of this vest allow
you to enjoy a range of water
activities for longer.

AVA8

01 Black

sizes

sizes

XS-XXL

XS-XXL

90

PRACTICAL
Handy carry bag keeps this towel
hygenic and compact.

COMFORT
The micro-fibre fabric of this
towel is absorbent, practical, antibacterial and quick drying.

colours

01 Black

code

AVAJ

colours

01 Black

BVA2

sizes

sizes

O/S

O/S

91

01 Black

SILICONE
SWIM CAP

SILICONE SWIM
CAP W / PRINT

LATEX
SWIM CAP

PULL BUOY

If you’re looking for a long-lasting, snug-fitting
kit-bag essential for when you’re training or
racing in the water.

If you’re looking for a long-lasting, snug-fitting
kit-bag essential for when you’re training or
racing in the water.

If you’re looking for a long-lasting, snug-fitting
kit-bag essential for use whilst training or racing
in the water.

If you’re looking to gain a better sense of balance in the water while increasing upper-body
strength.

MATERIALS
100% Silicone.

STYLISH
Striking Orca prints will make you
stand out in the water.

MATERIALS
100% Latex.

STYLISH
Features the striking Orca logo
and design.

MATERIALS
100% EVA.

colours

code

colours

code

MATERIALS
100% Silicone.

COMFORT
Seamless, snug fit.

DURABLE
Made from materials built to last.

DURABLE
Made from materials built to last.

COMFORT
Snug, close-fitting moulded cap.

STYLISH
Features the striking Orca logo
and design.

COMFORT
Seamless, snug fit.

code

DVA0
sizes

O/S

colours

code

01 Black
50 Yellow
54 High Vis Orange

DVA1
sizes

O/S

92

01 Black
51 Neon Pink
52 Purple
53 Marine Blue

AVAD

01 Black

DVA7

sizes

sizes

O/S

O/S

93

BUOYANCY
Mimics the buoyancy of wearing a
wetsuit in the pool.

colours

01 Black

226
GOGGLE

KILLA
GOGGLE

KILLA ADJUST
GOGGLE

PROFILE
GOGGLE

If you’re looking for a comfortable goggle with
maximum peripheral vision for open-water
swimming.

If you’re looking for a low-profile goggle that
will provide minimum drag and maximum
performance.

If you’re looking for a comfortable mirrored
goggle that is adjustable to a range of face
shapes.

If you’re looking for a basic comfortable goggle
to see you through your hours of pool training.

MATERIALS
TPE Frame and Gasket, Silicone
Strap, Polycarbonate Lens

COMFORT
Wider fit nose piece

MATERIALS
Silicone Strap, Polycarbonate Lens.

SECURE
Liquid silicone headstrap and quick
side adjustment makes this an
easy fit.

TECHNICAL
Low-profile mirrored
polycarbonate lens with UV
protection and anti-fog vision.

MATERIALS
Silicone Gasket and Strap,
Polycarbonate Mirrored Lens.

MATERIALS
Silicone Frame and Strap,
Polycarbonate Lens.

COMFORT
One piece silicone frame and
gasket construction.

SECURE
Silicone Headstrap and quick rear
adjustment feature.

TECHNICAL
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate
lens, UV protection and anti-fog
vision.

SECURE
Silicone Headstrap.

colours

code

colours

code

colours

TECHNICAL
Curved polycarbonate blue lens
gives glare protection, peripheral
vision for open water, UV
protection and anti-fog vision.

code

AVA9

36 Clear

AVAA

sizes

sizes

O/S

O/S

94

SECURE
Race-style silicone headstrap and
quick side adjustment make this
an easy fit.

colours

01 Black

TECHNICAL
Silver mirrored polycarbonate lens
with UV protection and anti-fog
vision.

code

AVAB

COMFORT
4x interchangeable nose pieces
allow this goggle to have the
perfect fit for your face shape.

37 Silver

AVAW

sizes

sizes

O/S

O/S

95

01 Black

PADDLES

FLIP FLOPS

NEOPRENE CYCLE
TOE COVER

TIMING CHIP
STRAP

To build strength while swim training and at the
same time improve stroke technique.

If you’re looking for something easy to slip
on before or after your triathlon. Or just for
everyday casual wear.

To keep your feet protected from the winds on
your bike ride.

To keep your timing chip securely in place
during a race without the risk of abrasion or
rubbing.

MATERIALS
PP Paddle and Silicone Straps.

MATERIALS
EVA sole, PVC straps.

MATERIALS
100% Neoprene.

MATERIALS
100% Neoprene.

COMFORT
The comfy EVA sole provides a
spring to your step.

STYLISH
Features stylish Orca design on
the soles.

PRACTICAL
Easy to slip on and off when you
don’t want to mess around with
tying and untying shoes.

code

DVAX

colours

code

01 Black

DVAT

sizes

sizes

S/M, L/XL

38/39; 41/42; 43/44

96

colours

01 Black
02 Black / White

COMFORT
The neoprene fabric stretches
around the front of the shoe to
protect from wind chill.

code

DVA6

PRACTICAL
Easily removeable for efficient
climate control when out on your
ride.
STYLISH
Striking Orca design.

COMFORT
This comfortable neoprene band
eliminates the chance of chafing
around the ankle during a race.

colours

code

01 Black

AVAS

sizes

sizes

S/M, L/XL

O/S

97

SECURE
Velcro holds the strap in place.

colours

01 Black

WATERPROOF
BACKPACK

TRANSITION
BACKPACK

LARGE TRANSITION
BAG

To comfortably carry everything you need while
on your bike ride, or enroute to the start line on
race day. Secure in the knowledge that what’s
inside will be kept 100% dry.

If looking for an everyday backpack to take
your training or race gear. Perfect for use when
riding your bike to training or a local race.

If looking for the ultimate in transition bags with a pocket for everything
imaginable, all within easy reach. Perfect when travelling overseas for races.
A bag that will cover all your needs.

MATERIALS
PVC.

COMFORT
Thick padded shoulder straps
connect to a supportive back brace
with breathable mesh that keeps
your bag from touching your back
while being worn so preventing
excess moisture gathering there.

MATERIAL
100% Polyester Main Body and
100% Nylon Side Panels.

MATERIALS
100% Polyester Main Body and
100% Nylon Side Panels.

STYLISH
Classic Orca black and white
styling with reflective accents
combined with a high contrast
bright green interior to make
finding everything in this bag a
breeze all contribute to one good
looking backpack!

SECURE
The protective helmet zip pocket
at the top of the bag means your
helmet will be in safe hands no
matter where the bag is going.

colours

code

TECHNICAL
Completely heat-sealed seams
with roll-top construction makes
this bag the perfect choice for any
outdoor activities.

code

AVAH

COMFORT
Padded backpack style straps and
waist and chest straps keep the bag
in place and secure.
STYLISH
Classic Orca design.

STORAGE
A conveniently sized 50L
backpockets with pockets for
everything you could need such as
wet and dry compartments, and
specially lined pouches to keep
personal items like electronics/
keys/passports safe.

colours

code

00 White
01 Black

DVAN

sizes

sizes

O/S

O/S

98

01 Black

DVAR

STORAGE
A generously sized 70L bag with
pockets for everything you could
possibly imagine: wet and dry
compartments, expandable shoe
section, specially lined pouches to
keep personal items like electronics/
keys/passports safe.

COMFORT
Thick padded straps that can also
be converted to one carry bag strap
make this transition bag your ideal
travel companion - whether on a
plane or just to your local triathlon
race.

colours

01 Black

sizes

O/S

99

STYLISH
Classic Orca black and white styling
with reflective accents combined
with a high contrast bright green
interior to make finding everything
in this bag a breeze all contribute to
one good looking bag!

RACE BELT

RACE BELT W/
ZIP POCKET

To comfortably and securely hold your race
number and gels in place so you are left to just
concentrate on your performance.

To comfortably and securely hold your race
number in place, along with carrying valuables
or extra nutrition safely in the sweat-proof zip
pocket.

MATERIALS
Polyester/Plastic/Elastane.
TECHNICAL
Strategically placed toggles to hold
race number and four elastic loops
to hold gels.

SECURE
Adjustable centre back clasp
buckle.

MATERIALS
Polyester/Plastic/Elastane.
TECHNICAL
Strategically placed toggles to hold
race number and four elastic loops
to hold gels.

STYLISH
Features the striking Orca logo
and design.

STYLISH
Features the striking Orca logo
and design.

BVAF

colours

code

01 Black
39 Pink

BVAG

sizes

sizes

O/S

O/S

100

UNISEX VISOR

If you’re looking for a comfortable, casual visor
that will keep the sun off your face while you’re
out and about.

If you’re looking for a comfortable, protective
visor that will absorb sweat from your brow and
also keep the sun off your face during training
or race day.

MATERIALS
100% Polyester.

MATERIALS
100% Polyester Woven Contrast,
100% Polyester Mesh.

COMFORT
Flexi-fit band with adjustable strap
at the back makes this a great
fitting visor.

SECURE
Adjustable centre back clasp
buckle, and sweat-proof zip pocket
keeps valuables secure.

code

FLEXI-FIT VISOR

STYLISH
Keep your face protected from the
sun whilst also looking great with
the classic Orca design.

TECHNICAL
Super breathable headband fabric
keeps sweat from your eyes while
the visor provides good coverage of
your face.
PRACTICAL
Eyewear loops hold your sunglasses
securely when put on the forehead.

colours

01 Black

code

DVAY
sizes

O/S

colours

code

01 Black
02 Black / White
03 White / Black

BVAM
sizes

O/S

101

colours

00 White
01 Black
55 Light Pink

FLEXI-FIT
CASUAL CAP

UNISEX CAP

CAP W/ FOLDABLE
SYSTEM

SPEED LACES

If you’re looking for a comfortable, casual
cap that will keep your head protected from
the sun.

If you’re looking for a super lightweight cap for
race day or training that will keep your head
protected but also provide ventilation.

If you’re looking for a revolutionary cap that
provides impressive protection and ventilation
but also allows you to fold it down and store in
your back pocket when it’s no longer needed.

To save time in transition - no pesky tying of
laces required - just tighten and go!

MATERIALS
96% Cotton, 4% Spandex Woven
Twill.

MATERIALS
100% Polyester Woven Contrast,
100% Polyester Mesh.

MATERIALS
100% Polyester Woven Contrast,
100% Polyester Mesh.

MATERIALS
Polyester Woven Fibre w/ Elastic
Strands.

COMFORT
Flexi-fit band with adjustable strap
at the back makes this a great
fitting cap.

code

BVAK

STYLISH
Keep your head covered while also
looking great with the classic Orca
design.

PRACTICAL
Eyewear loops hold your sunglasses
securely when put on the forehead.

TECHNICAL
Super light fabric on the top of the
head protects you from sunstroke,
while breathable mesh on the sides
help with ventilation.

colours

code

01 Black

BVAL

sizes

sizes

S/M, L/XL

S/M, L/XL

102

TECHNICAL
Super light fabric on the top of the
head protects you from sunstroke,
while breathable mesh on the sides
help with ventilation.

colours

00 White
01 Black
55 Light Pink

code

BVAZ
sizes

S/M, L/XL

PRACTICAL
Eyewear loops hold your
sunglasses securely when put on
the forehead, while the foldable
system allows you to easily stow
your cap away in your back pocket
when you no longer need it.

PRACTICAL
Give yourself an extra advantage
in transition by doing away with
having to tie up shoelaces.
STYLISH
A range of eye-catching colours
available.

colours

code

00 White
01 Black
55 Light Pink

AVAQ
sizes

O/S

103

colours

00 White
01 Black
37 Silver
40 Neon Yellow

SIZE
CHARTS

WETSUITS
SIZE CHARTS

KGS

LBS

WEIGHT

CM

FEET/INCH

HEIGHT

CM

INCH

SIZE

CHEST

MALE

2

29-31

75-80

4/7-4/9

145-150

77-88

35-40

3

31-34

80-86

4/9-5/2

150-160

88-121

40-55

4

33-36

85 -91

5/2-5/7

157-170

121-134

56-61

5

35-37

90-95

5/4-5/8

162-172

134-145

61-66

6

37-39

95-99

5/6-5/9

167-175

147-162

67-74

7

38-41

98-104

5/8-6/1

173-185

165-180

75-82

MT

37-39

95-99

5/10-6/2

177-190

149-167

68-76

8

41-43

104-108

5/11-6/2

180-188

180-196

82-89

9

43-44

108- 113

6/1-6/4

185-193

196-213

89-97

10

45-49

114-124

6/3-6/5

190-196

215-233

98-109

11

49-53

123-134

6/4-6/6

193-200

235 +

107 +

104

KGS

LBS

WEIGHT

CM

FEET/INCH

HEIGHT

CM

INCH

SIZE

CHEST

FEMALE

XXS

25-30

65-77

4/5-4/7

138-143

70-99

32-45

XS

31-33

78-86

4/9-5/3

144-160

101-116

46-53

S

33-35

83-89

5/3-5/6

157-167

118-134

54-61

M

35-37

89-94

5/5-5/10

165-177

132-147

60-67

L

37-39

94-99

5/10-6/1

170-185

145-163

66-74

XL

39-41

99-104

5/8-6/2

177-189

160-173

73-79

105

SIZE

TOP OF QUAD

BASE OF QUAD

QUAD (CM)

BICEPS

FOREARM

SIZE

LENGHT

ARM SLEEVE (CM)

XS

30-33.5

76-85

28-30

71-76

30-33.5

76-85

S (T1)

30-34

25-35

S (T1)

19-22

22-25

S (T1)

47-57

33-39

S

33.5-37

85-94

30-32

76-81

33.5-37

85-94

M (T2)

34-38

30-40

M (T2)

22-25

25-28

M (T2)

52-62

36-42

M

37-40.5

94-103

32-34

81-86

37-40.5

94-103

L (T3)

38-42

30-40

L (T3)

25-28

28-31

L (T3)

57-67

39-45

L

40.5-44

103-112

34-36

86-91.5

40.5-44

103-112

XL (T4)

42-46

40-45

XL (T4)

28-31

31-34

XL (T4)

62-72

42-46

XL

44-47.5

112-120.5

36-38

91.5-96.5

44-47.5

112-120.5

XXL

47.5-51

120.5-129.5

38-40

96.5-101.5

47.5-51

120.5-129.5

FOOT SIZE (US)

FOOT SIZE (UK)

FOOT SIZE (EU)

SIZE

TOP OF LEG

TOTAL SOCK
MIDDLE OF LEG

SIZE
CM

INCH

HIPS

CM

INCH

WAIST

CM

INCH

CHEST

USA/EUROPE/
REST OF WORLD

UK/AUS/NZ

BASE OF LEG

FULL LEG (CM)

FEMALE

S (T1)

30-34

33-39

47-57

S (T1)

34/36

3-4

3,5-4,5

M (T2)

34-38

36-42

52-62

M (T2)

37/39

4,5-6,5

5-7

8

XS

31-33.5

79-85

24-26.5

61-67

33.5-36

85-91.5

L (T3)

38-42

39-45

57-67

L (T3)

40/42

7-8

7,5-8,5

10

S

33.5-36

85-91.5

26.5-29

67-73.5

36-38.5

91.5-98

XL (T4)

42-46

42-48

62-72

XL (T4)

43/45

8,5-11

9-11,5

12

M

36-38.5

91.5-98

29-31.5

73.5-80

38.5-41

98-104

14

L

38.5-41

98-104

31.5-34

80-86

41-43.5

104-110.5

16

XL

41-43.5

104-110.5

34-36.5

89-93

43.5-46

110.5-117

106

US MEN

US WOMEN

UK MEN

UK WOMEN

EUROPE

SOCK

SIZE

SIZE

CIRCUMFERENCE

SIZE

CM

INCH

HIPS

CM

CM

SIZE

INCH

CALF SLEEVE (CM)

WAIST

MALE/UNISEX

INCH

COMPRESSION UNISEX
SIZE CHARTS

CHEST

GEAR / SWIM / ACCESSORIES
SIZE CHARTS

S (T1)

34/36

2,5-3,5

3-4

5-6

3,5-4,5

M (T2)

37/39

4-6

4,5-6,5

6,5-8,5

5-7

L (T3)

40/42

6,5-7,5

7-8

9-10

7,5-8,5

XL (T4)

43/45

8-10,5

8,5-11

10,5-13

9-11,5
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HYDRO BOOTIE
SIZE CHART

6

5,5

38,7

S

7

6,5

40

M

8

7,5

41

L

9

8,5

42,5

XL

10

9,5

44

XXL

11

10,5

45

EU SHOE SIZE

UK SHOE SIZE

XS

SIZE

US SHOE SIZE

UNISEX

SWIM CAP
SIZE CHART
UNISEX

CM

INCH

HEAD
LENGTH

CM

A

INCH

SIZE

HEAD
CIRCUMFERENCE

B

S/M

20.9-22.8

53-58

13.4-15.4

34-39

L/XL

21.7-23.6

55-60

14.2-16.5

36-42
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A. HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE
Measure circumference of head
just above eyebrows.
B. HEAD LENGHT
Measure from one inch above
eyebrows to nape of neck.

ORCA.COM
Orca is a brand proudly managed
and distributed by Orbea.

ORCA HEADQUARTERS
Pol. Ind. Goitocondo
48269 Mallabia, Bizkaia – Spain
+34 943 171 950
ORCA UK
17A Goswell Hill
Windsor, Berkshire
SL4 1RH
ORCA USA
119 Main St.
Little Rock, AR 72201
ORCA NEW ZEALAND
P/O box 4362
Mt Maunganui 3149
New Zealand

Please email us at
info@orca.com

